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Murray Lede
Jones' spending plan patchwork of cuts
Elementary, secondary
education take small hit

Kurth says MSU will
become more efficien

It was the first discouraging
word about the cuts announced
by the administration, but perhaps not the last.
The new spending plan
announced Wednesday is a patchwork of savings, transfers,
gadgets and cuts that contains
relatively little in the way of
actual cuts in the ongoing cost of
government.
But Jones said it was only the
first sjevirt.leitin_g_ government
spending under control.
"Our plan balances the fiscal
year 1994 budget, it preserves
our highest priority programs and
it substantially. increases our
budget reserve," Jones said.
"However, we still have work to
do on the spending side of the
budget."
The plan does not include any
layoffs of state employees,
though those could come later as
Jones reiterated his pledge to cut
some 2,500 people from the rolls

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Elementary and secondary education, which avoided previous
budget whacks in Kentucky's
deteriorated economy, took a
small hit this time around.
Gov. Brercton Jones said S9
million will be cut from funding
for local schools but insisted it
would only come from administrative sectors and not hurt the
classroom.
Jones insisted Wednesday that
education got "preferential treatment" in his plan.
It still didn't sit well with the
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators.
"Word games arc being played
in the description of the proposed
cuts," KASA Executive Director
Wayne Young said in a release.
Young said there is no pool of
money for local school administration from the state.

Polish-born
general named
top military man

of full-time state employment by
Murray State had already progJune 30, 1994.
rammed a 2 percent cut into the
Ilse overwhelming majority of
budget approved by the board of
the package put together to
regents.
balance the budget comes from
When examining all the budget
one-time sources.
cuts that have been made at MurFor example, 540 million is to
ray State, Kurth said 5.7 percent
By AMY WILSON
be saved from debt service on
has been made in academics,
Stet Writer
bonds that will be delayed.
while 13.9 percent has come from
While Murray State University
About SI39 million is to be
the administration.
and the other seven in the state
spent from savings accumulated
"We have already done a great
system may have escaped the latin the state's Medicaid program
amount of cutting on the adminiest round of budget cuts, adminifor providing health care for the
strative side," he said.
strators will be taking a hard look
poor and handicapped. Spending
Although higher education was
at how the universities can
that money has other implicaspared from the latest round of
become more efficient.
tions. Jones had targeted Medicuts, the governor asked the pres"The good news is except for
caid savings to finance a significidents to examine the universities
the 2 percent deferral, the goverant portion of his idea for healthcarefully to find ways they can
nor was sparing higher education
care reform, which means he will
become more efficient.
have ta_fand..a new_approach and .JonLfL1rtbcr cuts," said Murray
"We have to fulfill his charge
State President Ronald J. Kunh.
new financing.
to do our job more efficiently,"
Gov. Brereton Jones met with
Another item sure to draw conKurth said. "We are very pleased
the university presidents Tuesday
troversy is a plan to spend S31
to follow the second part of the
and
told
them higher education
million in a reserve built . up in
plan. I think Murray State will
DR. RONALD KURTH
would have to cut 2 percent from
the fund to pay for health-care
1(x)k at each area, see how it
the budget this year to help make
coverage for public empl(tyces.
ency plans for 2, 4 and 6 percent relates to our mission and deterup the revenue shortfall.
Jones said employees will get a 3
m addition to the 2 percent mine where our strengths are."
Earlier in the year, the univer- cuts,
percent cut in their health-care
already set in reserve.
The governor has appointed a
sities had been warned to hold
premiums because claims have
"This is a very big vote of con- commission composed of univer—
back 2 percent in anticipation of
not been as large as predicted.
fidence by the governor because sity presidents, board chairmen,
the cuts.
Thc budget juggling involved
he recognites the sacrifices high- Jim Miller, Kevin Hable, Sen.
The governor had also sent a
unprecedented cooperation
er education has made in the Mike Moloney, Rep. Marshall
letter July 2 to the presidents
between the administration and
past," Kurth said. "It's happy
requesting they prepare conting- news tor
legislators.
• See Page 2
us."

LOOKING AT THE OPTIONS

Hubbards' move
could mean new start
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP) — Carroll Hubbard is moving
to central Kentucky, and that could signal a new start for the
former congressman.
Hubbard lost his re-election bid in western Kentucky last
spring at the same time his wife was losing a congressional
primary in eastern Kentucky.
The couple bought a house Tuesday in Elitabethtown, and
Carol Brown Hubbard has taken a teaching job at Radcliff
Middle School. Real estate agent Dee& Layman said she sold
the house to the Hubbards.
Tom Barlow upset Carroll Hubbard in the 1st District Democratic primary after Hubbard, under investigation by the FBI,
wrote 152 overdrafts on the House hank.
Carol Brown Hubbard finished fourth in the 5th District
Democratic primary.
Carroll Hubbard recently pocketed S216.(X)0 in campaign
funds, causing controversy and leaving him little money for any
future races.
Last November the Hubbards sold their home in Mayfield,
leaving them without a home in the 1st District, which he represented for 18 years.
Hubbard's annual financial disclosure filed in January indicated the couple do not own their home in Washington. D.C.
Carroll Hubbard, 56, has been a part-time lobbyist for an independent bankers' association and has served on some bank .
boards.
The couple's Mayfield home sold for S97,000 and their new
home in Elitabethtown was assessed for tax purposes at
S155,(K)0. One of the previous owners of the Elizabethtown
house, Jerry Hamilton, said the couple probably paid less than
the assessed value of the home.

By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton chose Gen. John
Shalikashvili to become the
nation's top uniformed officer,
saying the Polish-born Army
officer's life is "a great American story" that personifies the
best of the U.S. military.
Shalikashvili (pronounced
SHOLLY-KOSH-veelce) is a
man with an imposing last name
and an even more remarkable
career record. He served throughout the world and has served as
supreme allied commander Europe and head of all U.S. forces in
Europe since June 1992.
Assuming he is confirmed by
the Senate next month as
expected, Shalikashvili, 57,
would become the 13th chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on
Oct. 1.
He would replace the retiring
Gen. Colin L. Powell in a position that serves as chief military
adviser to the president, the president's National Security Council
and the secretary of defense. The
chairman is recognized as the top
military officer but by law he has
no direct control over U.S. forces
in the field.
The choice was an important
one for Clinton, who faces- an
array of foreign policy challenges
that may require the use of U.S.
military power — including most
prominently the issue of how and
when to use force in the Balkans.
In a White House Rose Garden
ceremony Wednesday, Clinton
said of Shalikashvili: "There is
much more to his life than most
Americans now know. It is a
great American story."
As an 8-year-old, Shalikashvili
fled Poland in a cattle car to Germany in 1944. He settled in
Peoria, Ill., in 1952 and "learned
English from John Wayne
movies,— Clinton said.
He is the grandson of a Russian czarist general and the son
of a Georgian army officer.

AMY WILSON/edge+ & Times photo
--Parent volunteer Robbie Key, left, helps Murray High School juniors Tracy PervIne and Jeremiah Rayburn
prepare their schedules for the upcoming school year. The first day of school for the Murray students Is
Aug. 19.

Last week Carroll Hubbard did not suggest he was planning
to move, and in the past he has made it a point to keep his
personal matters private, including getting a divorce in eastern
Kentucky and a second marriage license in western Kentucky.
One of Carol Brown Hubbard's daughters, Cindy Howard, is
also a teacher in Radcliff, at North Hardin High School.
"1 don't know what to make of it," said former Senate
President Pro Tern Joe Prather of Vine Grove, who encountered
Hubbard at an Elizabethtown bank this week. "I guess it surprised mc he didn't situate somewhere in the 1st District."

About Face: Marines' new policy reversed
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Writer

long to order an about-face.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Marine Corps' decision to stop
recruiting married people in 1995
caught civilian military leaders
by surprise, from an
"astounded" President Clinton
on down. And it didn't take
Defense Secretary Les Aspin

r
111 Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.
el Calloway County School Board
INN meet Thursday at 7 pm at the
superintendent's office
Il Murray School Board mil meet
Thursday at 730 p m at the superintendent's office

The Marine Corps commandant, Gen. Carl Mundy, ordered
the no-married recruits policy last
week. It became public Wednesday afternoon when Marine
Corps headquarters released a
copy of Mundy's Aug. 5 message
to all Marines in which he spelled
out the policy changes.

FORUM

By evening senior Aspin aides,
including Ed Dorn, the assistant
secretary of defense in charge of
personnel policy, were meeting to
consider how to announce that
Aspin had killed the move and
disclose that the defense secretary never had approved it.
A thtee-sentence statement
released Wednesday night simply

said Aspin had ordered the policy
withdrawn, the Marines had done
so, and Aspin had demanded that
any new policies on the matter of
marriage ''be subject to a full
departmental review''
beforehand.
White House press secretary
Dec Dec Myers said Clinton
"was astounded when he heard

Page At
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•Managing Editor Gina Hancock talks
trash and has the pictures to prove it as
illegal dumpsites in Calloway County
continue to pile up.

about the general's order" Wed
ncsday. She said Clinton asked
presidential counselor David
Gcrgcn call Aspin to find out
what was going on. By the time
Germ reached Aspin by phone,
however, the order already had
been withdrawn, she said.

•Clouds covered up the colorful Persaid meteor shower above Pittsburgh,
but that was no problem to the 35,288
fans in Three Rivers Stadium. They saw
several 'lying obiects.
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•Kurth...
FROM PAGE 1
Long and Dr. Gary Cox to review
all of higher education, looking
for ways to become more
efficient.
The commission is expected to
give its report Nov. I.
Kurth said a task force on
academic organiation at Murray
State has been working already
for six months, examining
academic programs and academic
support services.

"Our work really started before
the last budget cuts," said Dr.
John Yates, task force member
and assistant dean of the Center
for Continuing Education. "We
are looking not necessarily at cutting the budget, but at reallocating resources. There are
several areas that need to be
strengthened.The task force is comprised of
a representative from each of the
six colleges, one from the library,
one from academic support ser-

vices and one from the dean's
council.
"One key point is that we
aren't doing anything bad, hut
given our current fiscal status, we
arc going to have to make some
tough decisions and prioritue
things," Yates said. "We have to
begin to get some vision for the
future."
Yates said the representatives
of the task force have been very
excited to meet the challenge of
testructurini the academic

The task force will complete
its report Oct. 15. Yates said.
Then it will be presented to Dr.
Jim Booth, provost and vice president for academic and student
affairs, and Kurth.

YMCA
MISSION

"We are trying to make some
recommendations that can at least
be addressed in next year's
budget," Yates said "This will
allow the restructuring process to
begin for the next fiscal year."

The Murray Family YMCA is an
organization dedicated to putting
Christian principles into practice
through programs that build
healthy mind, body and spirit.

111
.
1,2!

programs.
"There are representatives who
have been at Murray State for a
long time and have given their
lives and careers to the university," Yates said.
One thing the task force has
not seen is "turf protection."
"We don't have people saying
they have already been cut and
that cuts should come from somewhere else," he said. "Everybody
is really trying to find what is
best for the university.

YMCA
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Monday, Aug. 16, 1993 • 5-7 p.m.
Cardio-Vascular
• Concept ll Rowers
• AirDyne Bicycles
• Stair Climbers
A Stabonary & Recumbent Bicycles

y Strength

Training Center

A CAL-GYM
• Abdominal Machine
A Back Machine
A Lat Pull

V Fitness

• Coed Step Aerobics
• Strength Training
• Bikes, Rowers Stairmasters

Aquatics
• Aquatics Exercise

y Camps

• Alter School Program
• Summer Day Camp
Y

Sports & Leagues
• Adult Basketball
A Coed Volleyball

Little did James C. Williams,
the editor of the Ledger and
Times, in Murray know that
Aug. 12, 1946, marked the
beginning of an era.
That was the day Jo Burkeen
was hired as a bookkeeper for
the then weekly publication.
Since that time, Burkeen has
become a mainstay with the
news organitation.
She became Murray Today
editor in 1951 and has seen
most of Murray and Calloway
County's natives grow up.
"It's sort of awesome," she
said of the past 47 years. "I've
written their births, their weddings, the births of their children and grandchildren."
Dedication to her job and her
readers keeps Burkccn on her
toes.
For example, when Burkeen
was pregnant with her son, she
stopped by the paper to drop off
copy on her way to the hospital.
Burkeen has also watched
Murray grow and prosper. She
remembers when the city limits
was at 16th Street and when the
public school systems began
expansion.
After all this time, Burkeen.
who is` partially retired, said she
-loves her job.
"It's more or less that I enjoy
the work. It's part hobby," she
said.
Will she be hanging up her
reporter's tita any tirn:. soc,n7

JO BURKEEN
No way.
"As long as I feel like I can
come to work and as long as I
feel like I'm doing my job, I'm
going to work," she said
-• Burkccn's husband, J.B., is a
custodian at Murray High
School. He worked at the Tappan plant until it closed. The
couple has two children, Dennis
B. Burkeen, who is a customer
service representative at Paschall Truck Lines and married
to Gail; and Patsy Black, who is
the post master relief at the
Hardin Post Office and married
to Grant.
They also have three grandchildren, Jamie Burkeen, an
incoming freshman at Calloway
High; Jennifer Burkeen, an
eighth grader at Calloway
Middle; and Emily Black, an
eighth grader at South Marshall
(Co.) Middle School.

PiNlY wi991Y •Marines.
..

North 12th Street

y

Burkeen marks
47 yeart with
local newspaper

CARDIOVASCULAR
Quinton Clubtrack 3 O. Prog treadmills
Bodyguard stairclimbers
Preference HRT 20001 (W!HRM belt x 2)
PTS, PTS Turbo 1000 recumbent bikes
Ross Futura duel action bike
Concept II rowing ergometer

OP91113t42410.F6 DAY, SAT I Di
WI I4HATBL

FROM PAGE 1
A senior Pentagon official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said Aspin did not
necessarily disagree with the policy hut strongly objected to it
being decreed by the Marines
without first gaining approval
from the civilian leadership.
Mundy's policy changes had
three main elements:
—No married recruits would
be allowed to join the service
after September 1995. Starting in
October 1993 the number of married recruits would be limited,
leading by the end of the 1995

The Pick
14-16-22-26-41-47-49-52
Lotto
7-25-31-39-41-48
Pick 3
9-6-1

STRENGTH TRAINING EQUIPMENT
Selectonzed Equipment
Arm curl
Lat pultdown
Vertical fly
Seated bench press
Horizontal leg press
Shoulder press
Multi hip
Seated French press
Seated row
Seated knee curl
Back Extension
Seated knee extension
Abdominal machine

Free Weight Equipment
Super cable crossover
Leg press, Squat rack V K A /dip
Smith machine Deluxe Roman chair
Olympic flat, incline & decline benches
Olympic shoulder press
Seated preacher curl, incline bench & calf raise
Flat to incline bench
Deluxe Roman chair
Duel adlustable ab bench
Incline lever row woad

Come By Monday or Call Us Today!! 759- YMCA

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

budget year to a complete. cutoff
of marrieds.
• —All Marines already in uniform would be required to go
through Ain "educational awareness program on the advantages
of delaying marriage."
—Those new enlisted Marines
who are serving their first tours
of duty and who decide to marry
would be required first to consult
with their commanding officers.
Mundy said this did not mean
they needed their superiors' per.
mission, but that they would have
the advantage of advice from
more experienced Marines.

Clouds seen, but
no meteor shower
A meteor shower that astronomers predicted would dazzle
stargazers was a celestial bust in
most places because of cloudy
skies.
People pulled up lawn chairs
and gathered on porches, blankets, hilltops and mountains from
western Asia, across the United
States to Europe, trying to catch a
glimpse of the Perscid meteor
shower Wednesday night. Some
saw it, some didn't.

6th & Maln
753-0489

The shower appears every
August as Earth passes through a
trail of debris left by Comet
Swift-Tuttle. It usually produces
about 60 streaks across the sky
every hour.
Astronomers had said this
year's shower would be particularly intense, partly because the
comet passed closer to Earth last
November on its 130-year orbit
than it had in more than 2,000
years.
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Verdict is in
Woman who killed alleged molestor convicted
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SONORA. Calif. (AP) — A
woman who pumped five bullets
into her son's alleged molester as
be sat shackled in court was
found guilty of manslaughter
instead of murder by a jury that
found she acted in the heat of
passion.
Ellie Nester wept and relatives
shouted. "Yes! Yes!" when the
verdict was announced Wednesday after five days of deliberations. The 41-year-old former
legal secretary later flashed a
wide grin outside the courtroom.
The jury will decide in September whether NCSICI was sane
and therefore legally responsible
when she calmly walked across a
courtroom during an April 2
hearing and shot 35-year-old
Daniel Mark Driver at close
range.
Driver had faced charges of
molesting four boys, including
Nester's son, who attended a
camp where Driver was a dishwasher and was 7 at the time.
The prosecution had argued
that Nester plotted the slaying for
more than two years. The defense
claimed she simply "snapped"
and grabbed a gun out of her sister's purse after it appeared the
convicted child molester might

go free.
The slaying made a folk hero
out of Nester in California's Gold
Rush country and stirred debate
over vigilante justice and child
molestation.
TV and movie producers clamored to tell her story, and she
got more than 5.000 letters of
support from around the world.
But Nester's backing dwindled
after prosecutors disclosed she
used methamphetamine the day
she shot Driver.
Nesler, who had pleaded temporary insanity, could get 3 to II
years in prison for voluntary
manslaughter if she is found
sane. If she is found insane, she
could be committed to a mental
institution for at least six months.
She would have faced 25 years
to life if convicted of first-degree
murder, which requires malice
and planning. The jury also
cleared her of second-degree
murder.
Prosecutor Jo Graves had portrayed her as a calloused and
indifferent killer who made "a
decision to play God." "Maybe
I'm not God, but I'll tell you
what: I'm the closest damn thing
to it," Graves quoted her as
saying.

Heidi Chronicles are more
than just tempest in a sexpot
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ah,
yes. We've been here before.
Hollywood, sex, hookers and the
Los Angeles Police Department.
But the case of Heidi Flciss,
reputed madam to the stars, is
different.
There's a new police chief in
town, and according to the
LAPD, the old days of .vice cops
looking the other way in
exchange for a litle on-the-job
spying by prostitutes are long
gone.
And that has spelled trouble
for this privileged daughter of a
noted pediatrician.
"We've had our problems in
the past, with compromises made
and other things. That's not what
we're doing now," said Capt.
Glenn Ackerman of the LAPD
vice squad. "Heidi never did
anything for us. It's 100 percent
above board."
Fleiss became one of Ackerman's top priorities when he took
over the -Vice unit in December,
six, months after Philadelphia
Police Commissioner Willie Williams replaced an embattled
Daryl Gates as chief of the Los
Angeles force.
The squad went after her with
a task force culled from the
LAPD, the Beverly Hills Police
Department, the state Attorney
General's office and the state
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Agency.
On Monday, after reports of
her arrest in June turned Hollywood on its gossip-filled car, the
27-year-old Fleiss pleaded innocent pandering and cocaine pos-

Qraves told jurors that Driver
probably deserved to die, but that
didn't excuse Nester's action.
Nester didn't testify, but she
told investigators she put the
palm-size pistol into her car the
morning of Driver's court
hearing.
However, her sister. Jan Martinez, testified that she was the
one who brought the gun into
court and that Nesler somehow
got hold of at. Martinez said she
habitually kept the gun for protection and forgot it was in her
purse.

Nester grinned after leaving
the courthouse Wednesday.
"Last night was so painful for
me, I just kept thinking, 'My
God, when's this going to be
over?" she said. "Yesterday
you saw me break down. I
couldn't have kept going."
She said the manslaughter conviction was "about all we could
have gotten in this trial. The second phase is where we can get
the acquittal."
The prosecutor refused to comment on the case until the second
phase IS over.
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OLDE TYME
MEAT SHOPPE
Dixieland (tr. • Murray • 753-MEAT

Gary Baumeister

1 La-Z-Boy Recliner - Traditional Style With Skirt - Beige &
Blue Tapestry Cover.
Reg. $599.95
NOW
1 Queen Size Sleeper With
Innerspring Mattress - Contemporary Style With Blue &
Mauve Multi-Colored Fabric.
Reg. $799.95
NOW
1 Large Entertainment Center
By Hoover • Pocket Doors, TV
Swivel and Cable Ready.
Reg. $1,999.95
NOW
1 Contemporary Style Sofa
From Craftmaster - Black &
Gray Cover With Contrasting
Arm Pillows.
Reg. $899.95
NOW

Were committed to providing you with quality
meats and personal service. Our meat cuttet has
over 30 years experience and is onduty at all
times. Call ahead and save time and well have
your order ready when you want it.

Stop in today and check out
our weekly specials!
Mon.-Fri. 9-6 / Sat. 9-5

1 La-Z-Boy Wall Hugger Mauve Velvet Cover.
NOW
Reg. $479.95
1 Traditional Style Sofa By
Hickory Hill - Blue & Beige
Plaid Cover With Contrasting
Arm Pillows.
NOW
iReg. $899.95
1 Sheraton Style Sofa By Fairfield
- Burgundy, Blue & Green Plaid
Cover With Deluxe Cushion.
NOW
Reg. $1,199.95
1 Lane Queen Anne Style Wing
Back Recliner • Burgundy,
Green & Beige Cover.
NOW
Reg. $510.00
1 Cherry Four Drawer Chest By
Southern.
NOW
Reg. $799.95
1 5 Pc.iron Dinette With Round
Glass Top Table By Kessler.
NOW
Reg. $1,995.00

Denver goes all out
for Pope's visit
DENVER (AP) — A tall steel
structure the size of a football
field is fast rising in a field of
prairie grass, transforming a park
into an outdoor cathedral where
Pope John Paul H will celebrate
Mass for up to 500,000 people.
"Massive. Incredible," Dan
Walsh, a retired Air Force colonel, marveled as he watched
workers heft steel beams into
place in Cherry State Park outside Denver. "It is just so big. I
had to bike over here to look."
The pope was to arrive this
afternoon for the Roman Catholic
Church's first World Youth Day
in North America. He was to
meet with President Clinton
today. The Mass will be held
Sunday.
On Wednesday, 12 young people carried a wooden cross
through throngs of pilgrims from
70 nations, and more than
150,000 youth from Angola to
Zimbabwe packed Civic Center
Plaza for the opening Mass of the
"Catholic Woodstock."
Flag beaten, bell choirs and
colorful banners waved by youths
from every continent added to the
festive mood.

SEMI-ANNUAL

RoN's Discount Pharmacy

session. She could get up to 12
years in prison.
The LAPD's approach in this
C3SC is a far cry from tactics used
previously against call-girl rings
catering to the elite.
Elizabeth "Alex" Adams, the
Beverly Hills Madam, reigned for
two decades in Hollywood. She
also was a longtime LAPD
informant.
Placed on probation in 1991
for pandering, she is now retired
and the author of "Madam
90210," which is being rushed
into print to take advantage of the
Heidi scandal.
Unlike Adams. Fleiss was brazen about her business, police
said. She hung out with rock stars
like Billy Idol. Her competitors
and former employees began to
complain.
The Reiss probe has widened,
with investigators looking into at
least two deaths, including the
fatal drug overdose of a woman
earlier this year.
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lta-Z-Boy Queen Size Sleeper
With Innerspring Mattress Burgundy & Green Stripe
Cover.
NOW
Reg. $1,199.95
1 Country Style Camel Back Sofa
By Hickory Hill - Blue Check
Cover With Arm Pillows.
NOW
Reg. $899.95
1 Lane Recliner - Traditional
Style With Mauve And Blue
Velvet Cover.
NOW
Reg. $550.00

At

God, this is a lonely place!
If it seems that way to you, maybe
you haven't really mentioned it to
Him. Try the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) next Sunday. It
could change your entire point of
view.
We have all sortof things going on
that will offer you an opportunity to
meet some nice, friendly people.
Try Sunday morning services, a

• Sunday school class or Christian
Family Fellowship (scheduled to
begin September 8) is for young
people of all ages. It's fun! It's m i nidinner. It's exciting programs. It's
companionship. It's safe and secure.
You'll have a ball at 5 or 85!
• It's only as lonely as you let it be.
- Come- Join ust!

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Amps. Minister

1 La-Z-Boy Queen Size Sleeper
With Innerspring Mattress.
Burgundy, Green & Beige
Lodge Look Cover.
NOW
Reg. $1,19995
1 Attached Back Traditional Sofa
With Arm Pillows - Burgundy,
Green & Blue Floral Cover.
NOW
Reg. $899.95
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ANALYSIS

Health care issue
has caused split
in the GOP ranks
By KAREN BALL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans are suffering an ideological rift over host,
. best to respond to President Clinton's coming
health-care proposal, leaving them without a clear alternative to
rally behind.
House Republican leaders and some in the Senate are pushing for
a plan that takes only incremental steps on health care — rather
than a major overhaul — and thus would limit its impact on the
economy.
This would keep government mostly out of the reform process,
but create health care "IRA accounts" aimed at reining in costs.
But other, moderate Republicans are backing variations of what
Clinton's likely to offer, such as a plan that weaves in a basic package of benefits, universal coverage and cost controls, without the
expected payroll tax bite.
"You're never'going to have 100 percent on any plan,"' said
Sen. John Chafcc, R-R.I., defending the Republican-split. "The
Democrats are- all over the lot on this, too."
• There's also a tit of a fuss over timing. One camp wants to wait
until after Clinton's package comes out in late September, and keep
the negative focus on the White House package for several weeks
before launching their own.
That way, Democrats can't spend time. shooting down the Republican plan, this theory goes.
"The Democrats need to tend to their own knitting, rather than
taking time out to disparage the Republican plan," said Rep. Dick
Armcy, R-Texas.
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas predicted Congress would not enact health care reform this year because there is
not enough time left for hearings and debate on such a major
undertaking.
"Right now nobody has the votes," he said in Topeka, Kan., on
Monday. "The president doesn't have the votes. Obviously, Republicans don't have the votes. Democrats are divided, Republicans
are divided, and this is an issue that cries out for bipartisanship.
Whether we can put it together, I don't know."
Some Republicans are pressing to launch a pre-emptive strike on
,the White House and show leadership on the issue.
Sens. Nancy Kasscbaum of Kansas, John Danforth of Missouri
and Conrad Burns of Montana introduced a health-care plan early
this year. So far it's the only one out there with bipartisan support.
Democratic Reps. Dan Glickman of Kansas and Dave McCurdy of
Oklahoma have signed up.
Yet other Republicans haven't been as quick to jump aboard,
perhaps because the plan includes many of the elements the White
House package is likely to focus on. Some Republicans want a
stark contrast with the White House to make health care a
"wedge" issue for the two political parties.
Their plan would set up a basic package of benefits that all
insurance carriers would have to sell, and all Americans would
have to carry. There would be annual limits in premiums to hold
down costs. To expand coverage for the uninsured, the government
would provide vouchers to poor people to purchase the policies.
Medicaid would be scrapped and folded into the new system.
It would be paid for with current Medicaid expenditures; higher
taxes for people who buy insurance more generous than the basic
package of benefits; and taking up to 1 percent of the current
Social Security payroll tar, which would raise $56 billion if the full
percent were needed.
Other key Republican propcisals:
—Chaim is drafting a package that forces states to set up group
purchasing organizations — just like the Clinton plan is expected
to do, on the theory that alliances would have the bargaining clout
to bring down costs.
Covering the uninsured hasn't been worked out, though that is
Chafee's goal, and the financing mechanism is still up in the air
too.
—More conservative Republicans, such as Sen. Phil Gramm of
Texas, arc drafting a plan that would set up medical accounts,
much like Individual Retirement Accounts, from which Americans
would have to pay their own medical costs, up to a certain point.
For instance, if a person's account had $3,000 in it, the first $3,000
in medical costs in any given year would come from the person's
•
pocket.
Because they would keep what was left at the end of the year,
people might be more inclined to exercise more restraint about
going to the doctor. Consumers, knowing insurance will pick up the
tab, don't think about it now, Gramm said.
"If I bought groceries the way I bought health care, I'd eat a lot
differently and so would my dog," Gramm said.
—House GOP leaders are planning a bill that would take incremental steps, such as requiring employers to provide access to
health care, but workers, not the companies, would have to pay for
it. The House Republicans are talking with Chafee to see if they
can find middle- ground. This plan would also allow IRA-type
accounts.

'Follow your nose'to growing pile
Back in the spring. I decided to
go out and look for an illegal
dump:
I had heard about some dump
sites along the roadsides in various pans of Calloway County,
but one person directed me to a
site near Dexter. He pve me
directions, but I didn't write them
down and had only a vague idea
where to search.
Because Stacey Crook is familiar with the area, she went with
me on my quest for garbage. We
gave up trying to find the dump I
had been told about and decided
just to turn dovm the first road
we came to.
It is an unmarked, gravel road.
There are no houses on the first
three or four mile stretch. On one
side of the road a forest. On the
other an embankment and wild.
tangled undergrowth.
It was April and both sides of
the road were easy to see. It took
us only a fcw minutes to find
what we were looking for. For a
quarter of a mile stretch, there
was garbage — more than just
plastic bags of household waste.
In some spots, it looked as if
someone had demolished an old
house and dumped kitchen
cabinets, stove and light fixtures
along the road.
Old paint cans, bed springs,
and a mattress pad capped off the
scene.

We took photographs of the
mess because I planned to do a
story, but personnel changes at
the ,Ledger & Times occurred
shortly after that and I shamefully let the project slide.
During the May primary, I was
interested to see that garbage
became a campaign issue. Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams, who successfully won his
bid for judge/executive, proposed
establishing pick-up sites around
the county. His idea is to make
things easier for people who live
across the county from the transfer station.
Calloway Judge/Executive
George Weaks pledged to have
dump sites cleaned up by August.
Last week, I decided it was
time to revisit my April site.
Once again, Stacey Crook went
with me.
This time of year. the dump
side of the road is thick and
green with vegetation and I wondered if there was still garbage
being dumped there, if we would

be able to see it.
In this Cate., the "follow your
nose" scenario worked. What garbage we couldn't see, we could
smell. But then of course, what
we were looking for was easy to
find.
The pile has grown. This time
window frames and an old green
car scat arc a. few of the new
additions to the pile.
According to Fiscal Court,
county crews have been busy
cleaning up dump sites on the
rights of way. I have no doubt
that they have worked on areas
worse than the one Stacey and I
found.
Magistrate Dan Miller said
such dumping is at a minimum in
his district because his constituents are close to the transfer
station. Magistrate Steve Lax
noted that it is 25 miles one way
to the station from some places in
his district.
Lax said clean-up in his area is
turning up quite a few stoves and
refrigerators.

The transfer station is set up to
handle such worrisome items as
appliances and mattresses. My
only gripe with the station is the
hours. This place closes at 3 p.m.
on weekdays and at II a.m. on
Saturdays.
Even from town, a trip to the
transfer station is no quick jaunt.
I drove out there one Saturday to
dump a mattress only to find it
had closed 15 minutes earlier. I
met a guy with a trailer full of
stuff on my way out. I guess we
both assumed it would be open
until noon like other Saturday
businesses.
I know illegal dumping is pan
of the human condition called
laziness. But I would urge the
Fiscal Court to consider holding
meetings to discuss the problem
with residents.
If pan of the-problem is accessibility, then maybe some alternatives can be developed.
In the long run, what is more
cost efficent — offering alternative sites for pick-up or paying
road crews to cleanup the sites
and then hauling it away for
disposaP
More importantly, what is the
nght thing to do?
I have no doubt that if I continue to go back to that same
county road month after month,
the garbage will still be there —
piling up.
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Real person is target this time
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
summer rerun season and conservatives are replaying their arguments for traditional family values. But this year, Dr. Joycelyn
Elders is starring in the Murphy
Brown role.
The Republicans who call
Elders too radical to be U.S. surgeon general arc waging a losing
effort, and some of them admit it.
But conservative opponents
stalled a vote on her confirmation
.at -least until next month.
They're trying to use Elders to
make a case not unlike the one
Republicans argued in the last
presidential campaign, when they
accused Democratic liberals of
trying to undermine traditional
lifestyles and standards. Dan
Quayle got TV character Murphy
Brown into the political act over
the prime time program in which
the unmarried heroine bore a
child. It set a poor lifestyle example for young Americans, the
then-vice president said.
That argument over a fictional
figure drew attention to the
debate and ridicule to Quayle.
This summer it's a public figure,
heading into a job that will make
hers a leading voice on issues of
public health — and therefore
social concerns.
To call Elders outspoken on
subjects like abortion rights,
avoiding tees-age pregnancies.
AIDS and condom distribution is

PERspEcrivE ()\ pouric

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
to understate her style.
"She says what she thinks,"
said Sen. David Pryor, D-Ark.
"That is her trademark. ... No
sugar coating, no abstract bureaucratic mumbling."
So her detractors have a dossier of what she's done andsaid on
those topics, and more. She has
criticized the "celibate, maledominated" Roman Catholic
Church for opposing abortion
rights, later apologizing if she
gave offense. She's said that a
girl on a date ought to have a
condom in her purse, that young
people should be taught what to
do in the back seat of a car as
well as how to drive it. At the
confirmation hearing, she said
that doesn't mean she condones
teen-age sex but that if it happens. young people should learn
to behave responsibly.
As state health director in Arkansas, she oversaw a condom distribution program and promoted
it for school clinics, although
only a heedful actually took pot.
A year ago, she decided against

•

•

announcing that the condoms
didn't meet federal standards
because of an unacceptably high
defect rate, on grounds there
would have been greater public
health risk had the entire program
been undermined
That episode prompted William Bennett, the former education secretary, to say that to the
Clinton people, two things are
sacred: taxes and condoms."They
even like them when they do not
work," Bennett quipped.
Critics of the Elders nomination also have raised questions on
other points, including her acceptance of federal consultant pay
this year while she was still on
the state payroll in Arkansas. She
said she earned the state pay
while on vacation.
Her opponents raised a lot of
questions — lgoit in writing after
the Senate hearing on her confirmation three weeks ago. She's
answered, but there are more
coming.
Eves so. Sea. Bob Dole. the
Repablican leader, says Elders

will be confirmed next month
over a significant opposition
vote.
But that will be after another
round of Senate debate, and
another GOP crack at the family
values argument. Sen. Don Nickles of Oklahoma, who leads the
opposition, said on those social
topics, "her statements are radical, not mainstream."
Sen. Charles Grassley of Iowa
said he suspects there's more to
it. "It seems that deep in the
bowels of the bureaucracy of this
administration, and maybe higher
up, there are people saying it is
time to challenge the things that
have been traditionally American
... whether it be the family or
whether it be the church or
whether it be the traditional public education system," he told the
Senate.
Sen. Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts said opponents have
drawn a caricature of Elders "as
a woman who passes out contraceptives, encourages promiscuity and ignores the concerns of
Parents," when her real aim is to
deal .with the social disaster of
teen pregnancy.
"Many say that I'm a lightning
rod," she told her confirmation
hearing. "But please know that
my thunder is behind me:"
Her conservative critics don't
think so.
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The Ahno-Dexter Fire District will bold an election for two
members of the Board of Trustees on Saturday, Sept. 11, from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the Old Almo Store. Nominees are Charles Hoke. Rt. 1.
Box 6. Almo; Billy Garland, Rt. 1, Box 70. Dexter; and Joe Kelso. Rt.
1, Box 25A, Almo.
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Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood met Monday evening, Aug.
2. at the home of Mrs. John
Gregory.
Members participated in the
program, "A Personal Treasure."
- Each member showed a personal
possession that had much meaning to her and related the story

'III

VI
.

4‘,2

behind it.
A business meeting was
conducted.
Dessert and coffee were served
by Mrs. Gregory and her cohosLess, Mrs. James Parker.
The next meeting will be
Saturday. Aut. 21, at 10 a.m. in
the home of Mrs. John Twomey.
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FREE
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CCHS Council meeting Friday
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council
will meet Friday. Aug. 13. at 8 a.m. in Home Economics Room of
school. The purpose will be to considcr the determination of the school
day and SBDM's meetings for the school year, 1993-94.

Murray High Class of 1978 plans event
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Murray High School Class of 1978 will have its 15-year reunion on
Saturday. Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club. A group picture
will be made at 7:15 p.m. Persons can pay at the door. For more information call Cindy Vance. 753-1658, or DcAnn Barnett, 759-91162

with any lunch order
• entire month of August •

LUNCHEON MEETING — Gloria Shull, standing, talks about the work of
Stonecroft Ministries at the "Fun in the Sun" luncheon held in July by
Murray Christian Women's Club. At left is Kathy Dupree of Franklin,
Tenn., guest speaker. In center Is Melva Cooper, club chairman. Erica
Rowlett was guest soloist. A fashion show was presented by The Edge
with Cindy Towery as narrator. The next luncheon will be Tuesday, Aug.
17, at noon at Holiday Inn. Reservations should be made by Sunday
night by calling Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Vida Trenholm at 753-2399.

(Eat-in or carry-out)

Please bring coupon!
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Lutheran Church plans school
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Immanuel Lutheran Church wants you to spend 24 hours of fun and
excitement at a Vacation Bible School Lock-In learning about "The
Greatest Treasure Hunt: Discovering God's Promises" from Saturday.
Aug. 14, at 9 a.m. to Sunday, Aug. 15. at 11:15 a.m. This is for children.
ages 5 to 18, and will include crafts, music, puppets, plays, games and
scriptures. A congregational and Bible School picnic will follow the services on Sunday. The public is invited to attend and to bring favorite
picnic dishes. For more information call Pat Bray at 762-6338 or
753-9606 or Pastor Dave Riley at 753-6712.
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:10 Numbers or 1.,ess Pays $1800!
. 10'; of II Jackpot, minimum Slow

• 3 Special (arm-

Double Bingo pays 60

75', and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 Nc>rtli, Murray, M.

Singing at Fairview church
Bethel Church plans revival
Bethel United Methodist Church will have revival services starting
Sunday. Aug. 15. and continuing through Friday. Aug. 20. The Rev.
Eulas Greer will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. each night. A potluck supper will be served at 5:30 p.m. on Sunday. Finger food and fellowship will follow each service, Monday through Friday. The public is
invited to attend.

Singles(SOS)plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS). will sponsor a 50's Dance on
Saturday. Aug. 14, from 7:30 p.m. to midnight at Joe Crcason Community Center, Bcnton. Although sponsored by SOS, the dance is open to the
public. Admission will be $3 per person with music by WCBL DJ Mark
Solomon. On Sunday, Aug. 15, SOS will meet at Chamber at 1:30 p.m.
to carpool/caravan to the trace at LBL for a picnic and hike. Singles
.should bring a sack lunch and host will be Dave. Tonight (Thursday) the
SOS will meet at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce to
carpool to Aurora for miniature golf and ice cream. SOS is a support and
social group for single adults of all ages. For more information call Jeanne at 753-0224 or Linda at 437-4414.

Bingo Play at Aurora
The Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its Bingo Play to the
Wishing Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8
to 10 p.m. until further notice. Proceeds from the Bingo play will go
toward local projects of the Action Group including landscaping in the
area, tourism promotion and help for needy persons in the area. Play is
open to the public.

Benefit Singing Saturday
A Benefit Singing for Cody Lee Freeland, 5 weeks, who was born
with a defective heart, will be Saturday. Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. at Mt. Sinai
Baptist Church, three miles north of Buchanan School. Featured will be
The Kings Crusaders of Camden, Tenn.. Melody Echoes of Dover,
Tenn., and Buchanan Singers of Buchanan. Cody is presently waiting to
undergo heart surgery and to be put on the list for a heart transplant. He
is the son of Sheila Quinton and Jerry Freeland, grandson of Diane and
the late Buddy Potts. and Sue Wofford and Harry Freeland, all of Paris.
All proceeds will go to benefit Cody and his parents. For more information or to donate, call or write The Buchanan Singers, Rt. 1. Box 128,
Buchanan, Tenn., 38222, phone 1-901-642-4647.
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Reunion Planning Committee of 1963 class of Calloway County High
School will meet Sunday. Aug. 15. at 2 p.m. at Showy's. This will be to
complete plans for the 30-year reunion planned Saturday. Sept. 4, at
Executive Inn. Paducah. All class members are invited.
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CCHS 1963 Class plans meeting

The Anchormen will present a gospel concert on Friday. Aug, 13. at 7
p.m. at Fair( iew 1* 'ist Chur,:hn, 1 1 4 Memorial Dr., Pans, Tenn

GOSPEL SINGING — The Liberty Boys will be singing at New Horne
Baptist Church, Golo, located on Highway 564, between Backusburg
and Mayfield. This will be Saturday, Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. The public is
Invited to attend.
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CALENDAR

(7alloway County Fire District No. 5/fire
station/7.30 pm
Line Dancing at Kenlake State Park
Hotelf7-10 P.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th Si. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or Richard,
759-9994.
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7-30 p.m /St.
John's Episcopal Church. Info/753-0781.
TOPS I461 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7.30
p.m./Masonic ilall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m./Farm Bureau Building. Pans. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al•Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Klwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/6
p.m./Chamber of Commerce to carpool to
Aurora. Info/Jeanne. 753-0224.
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k

Thursday, Aug. 12
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m /Murray
City Hall.
Calloway County School Board of Education meeting/7 p.m /board office.
Murray Board of Education/7_30
p.m /board office.
North Calloway Elementary School Site.
Based Decision Making Council/6 p.m.
immediately following regisuation.

1

5ht airst Annual

Brass %intern (kestaurant
Aurora,(Tertcy

tm23rd

Thursday, Aug. 12
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Women/7 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 13
Douglass High School Reunion events'
include community picnic/1 p m /Pine
Street Field; Fashion Show/7 p.m. and
Bingo/9 pm /Host Room at Shoney's
Murray High School Self Scheduling for
new students and mike ups Annuals may
be pocked up
Calloway County High School regisualion for freshmen today.
Laryngectomee Support Group/2
p.m ./private dining room of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m -2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities
Weaks Center/open 8 am -4 pm /for
senior citizens' activities
AA and Al-Anon/I p.m /open to
newcomers/American Legion Building.
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and Accepted
Masons/7 30 p.m /lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-1 I p m. Info/
753-TEEN
Games/8 pm/Murray Moose Lodge.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
830 am -4 15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open 9
a m -4 30 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
pm /Visitor Center; Food Preservation
depending on garden yields, Iron
Industrv/10'30 a.m and 1 30 p.m /Homeplace. Deer Up Close/10 a m., Snakes and
Tunics/1 p.m.. Eagles Up Close/2 p.m..
Red Wolves/3 p m./Nature Center.
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The Right Paints For You.
*Terry's is a full service decorating center.
*Terry's has two full time interior designers.
*Terry's has everything to decorate your home & office.
*Terry's features a full line of Pittsburgh' paints & accessories.

Stop by and see the experts today.
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PAINT AND DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center•South 12th •Morn,•711111411113
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OPEN SUN 1-6 OPEN SUN 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
Gladysiarrett,
Director
Writers Potpourri will be
Saturday. Aug. 14, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett. director.
Mrs. Jarreu has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
• • • •
Cut Off From the Heart

OPEN SUN 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
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Kitchen Compact® Cabinets

By Marie Jarrett
A hand that's limp
Or paralyzed at the side
is a hand that cannot
reach out
to others who need
is the hand that
is severed from the
heart
• • • •
Daydream
By Deborah Joyce Williams
Sundrops splinter through the
cavernous eyes.
The soft night had unfolded into
dawn
And its light no longer hides the
night's Fi0S
Where everything is hidden ill or
wrong
And like the hands of a well-oiled
dock, day
Moves into afternoon. Patterns
dance
On the ceiling. swaying as if at play
As the breath of the earth blows,
enhancing
Small circular shoes from lace curtains all
Clustered together, whiteness of a

'Stephanie Wuest

bride-elect of
Dan Foster
has made her
Off List Price
Cash & Carry

gift selections
from

Wall cabinets are offered in
either classic cathedral style or
traditional square gallery style

Pier is
Bridal Registry

1205B Chestnut • 75$11151

Purdom
Furniture

We made a very special purchase from the
Spring Air factory—and you pocket the savings!

BESTSPRING AIR
BUY OF THE YEAR

pearl
Its beauty formed by nature, the
parts called
Together, the wholeness of which is
swirled
Into one As pearls float into abyss.
The sunlight C111101111011 a goodnight
kiss.
• • • •
Children Soo Hear and Feel
if By Charlie E York
Children are like the stock market
They react to every wind that blows
Children respond to many things
Their parents do
It affects lbw grades
Attitude and total behavior.
When the two people children
Love most show unhappiness
It creates frustrations
The child Can't cope with
It affects their whole being
And parents wonder why
• • • •
God Is There
By Wilma Jean Sanders
I hear the rumble of the thunder
As the storm goes passing by
I see the flashing of the lightning
As it fills the morning sky
As the wind blows rain before it
Thrashing limbs of trees about
I feel the presence of the Master
He exists there is no doubt
• • • •
Young Rod Fox
By Undo Siebold
He leaped from place
to place
on the grassy knoll
so gracefully
he seemed toe star
in a ballet.
But the frightened mice
in tunnels
neath his feet
moved more quickly still,
And each mouse
got away
• • • •
The Last Goodby
By Linda Parker
It was a dark room
filled with gloom,
the blue in the coffin
reflected in his eyes
as his cold body
lay so deadly still
The final song
was being played
as all his friends
paraded by so gracefully
his face to see, one last time.
I waited, with shaking legs and tear
stained eyes
my turn is coming soom.
But father dear
how do I say goodby?
I can't tell you now
how much I cared
how sorry I am
for that last fight
I wish I could. once again
hold you tight.
Say I'm sorry
and you answer back
'that's ilk., I forgive you bun,
you know dad loves you
with all his might."
But is is too late for me,
You see.
My dad's gone

Murray, KY
753-3314
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Mrs. Williams honored

3:15 Only!
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Mrs. Elsie Williams was honored with a surprise party in
celebration of her 90th birthday
on Wednesday, July 14, at Dumptin's in Murray.
Her birthday was on July 16.
The honoree, the widow of Noah
Williams. has lived in Murray for
several years. She and her husband formerly lived in Mayfield.
She has one living son, Tom
Williams and wife. Emma, of
Huntsville, Ala. Her two
deceased sons are Nelson Williams and Donald Williams. Nelson's wife, Ruth, and Donald's
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Deanna Gail Sheppard and Ben Edward Mathis were married on
Saturday, June 5, at 6 p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church. The Rev. Ricky
Cunningham, cousin of the bride, officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Geny Sheppard of Rt. 3, Murray,
And the late Glen Sheppard. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden Bogard of Rt. 3, Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Sheppard.
The groom is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. George Mathis. He is
'MC grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. John Finis Lindsey and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Edward ,Mathis.
The bride, escorted by her brother, Dennis Sheppard, was given in
marriage by her brother and her mother. She wore a formal gown of
white satin over taffeta. The fitted bodice featured a sweetheart neckline and bishop sleeves overlaid with beaded lace appliques. The back
bodice ,was accented by a heart inspired open cut-out design and tiny
pearl droplets. The back waist was adorned with a large butterfly bow
and fabric rose of satin. Her gathered skirt and attached chapel-length
train were enhanced by a wide border of sheer net, accented by
beaded lace appliqued designs.
She wore a pearled headpiece with silk flowers and sequins.
Attached to her headpiece was a waist length veil and pouf of silk
illusion on top. She carried her grandmother's handkerchief for something old; wore her aunt's bracelet for something borrowed; wore a
garter for something blue; and her dress and veil as something new.
She carried a bouquet of white silk roses and long ivy enhanced with
pearl strands and satin ribbons attached to a bride's Bible.
Tiffany Cherry was maid of honor and Kalista Cunningham, cousin
of the bride, was junior bridesmaid. They wore matching tea length
dresses of amethyst taffeta and carried bouquets of silk mixed flowers.
The flower girls were Emily Carraway and Kelsey Williams, cousin
of the bride, who wore matching dresses of amethyst organza. They
carried white wicker baskets trimmed with purple and white flowers
and ribbons and filled with white rose petals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a white vest and tie.
Terry Bogard was best man and Michael Williams, cousin of the
bride, was junior groomsman, who wore black tuxedoes with amethyst
cummerbunds and ties.
Kory Cunningham, cousin of the bride, and Jordon Mathis, nephew
of the groom, were ring bearers. They were dressed identical to the
groom and carried satin heart-shaped pillows.
Usfiers were Tony Sheppard, cousin of the bride, and Michael
Beane and Joseph Beane, nephews of the groom.
Jennifer Parker, cousin of the bride, presided at the guest register.
Church decorations were by Ann Brooks. Mrs. David Williams,-cousin of the bride, directed the wedding.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Servers were Mrs. Ricky Cunningham, Mrs. Anthony Sheppard,
Mrs. Jeff Wyatt, Mrs. Mark Beane, Mrs. Marty Carraway and Ms.
Lesia Sheppard. Vickie Geurin was in charge of the reception.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Mathis are now residing on Rt. 3, Murray.

1008 Chestnut

1:30
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Sheppard-Mathis vows
said at Hardin church
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PURDONI

wife, Janet, both reside in Fort
Washington, Md.
Attending the party were Irene
Humphrey, Mary Boggess, Gail
Gage, Marelle Loafman, Jo
Dortch. and Emma Jean Cooper,
all of Murray; Sue Vinson of
Hazel; Debbie Sloan and Peggy
Boggess of Mayfiekt Patty Ezell
and Bovine and Leslie Boggess
of Paducah.

We are pleased to announce that Rheanne Harper, bride-elect of Brad
Mitchell, has made her
domestic and household
.selections through our bridal
registry.
Rheanne and Brad will be
married August 14, 1993.

WAL-MART
753-4872

orniture & Mattress

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Library Director
If you haven't made your plans
to attend the Madrigal Dinner at
the Brass Lantern on Monday.
Aug. 16, DO SO NOW. It's $25
per person for a night of fine
food and entertainment.
The meal will be cooking using
authentic renaissance recipes and
all the servers and entertainers
will be in costume.(Don't worry,
thcy won't be serving either swan
or peacock). It's part of the
Shakespeare in the Park Festival.
The main event, Hamlet, opens
on Aug. 20 at the Playhouse in
the Park. There's even going to
be a FREE performance on Aug.
19. Call the Playhouse for details.
The number is 759-1752.
• • • •
Boy, we've got a book this
week that has at all! I'm talking
about egos raging out of control,
backstabbing, money, powercrazed executives, greed, tabloid
taste, a morbid preoccupation
with sex;-pornography and communism, amazing fits of artistic
pique, and the most widely read
magazine in America. ,
Yep, it's Theirs Was the Kingdom: Lila and Dewitt Wallace
and the Story of the Reader's
Digest by John Heidenry. Believe
mc when I say that this book is
dangerous to your health because
you will stay up all night reading
it. I did the random reading test
three limes and each time I had to
be reminded to get back to work.
'Null said.
• • • •
Another heavy hitter is at work
this week. Streets of Laredo is
Larry McMurty's sequel to Lonesome Dove. Captain Call, August
McCrac''s old partner has taken
up bounty hunting and is out in
pursuit of a young Mexican bandit named Joey Garza. The chase
takes him back and forth across
West Texas. There's going to be
a waiting list for this one so
come on down and sign up soon.
• • • •
Ed McBain has a new book out
called Mischief. The boys in the
87th precinct are back at work.
So is their old ncmisis, The Deaf
Man. If you've read many of the
87th precinct books, you've met
The Deaf Man before. If you
haven't, he's a master criminal
that likes to pick on the guys in
the 87th. When he shows up,
even the best detectives look like
the keystone cops. The Deaf Man
is sort of a cross between Fu
Manchu and Professor Moriarity.
Mischief is a first-rate, dependable book. I highly recommend it.
• • • •
Here's another one you may
not want to miss. It's Joyce Carol
Oates' Foxfire: Confessions of a
Girl Gang. I say "may not"
because this is not a comfortable
book to read. In the 1950s in
upstate New York, a gang of girls
gathered together under the name
FOXFIRE to strike back at a
world that they hadn't made.
Their story is told by one of the
members. It's an angry story,
filled with hate for a world that
made them into things instead of
people. There's a high powered,
gritty edge to it that you may not

HOSPITAL REPORT
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Aug. 9, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Duane R. Smith, 247 Lockwood,
Dover, Tenn.; Ken E. Breeding, 612
North Poplar, Paris, Tenn.;
Rymon Shotat, 1803 Tobaccoport
Rd.. Bumpus Mills, Tenn.; Artchie L.
Edmonds, 2106 Yeiser St., Paducah;
Joe A. Ginn. At. 5, Box 322, Murray;
Mrs. Sonja M. Thomas, P.O. Box
1324. Murray; Mrs. Vanessa L. Echols.
Hazel;
John P. Morgan. P.O. Box 125,
Puryear. Tenn.: Leon C. Charlton, RI.
I. Box 41, Wingo; Tyrone Stallons, At.
1. Hardin:
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Aug. 10, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Charles Erwin A., FN. 4, Box 524,
Benton, Mrs. Yvonne R. Schmidt and
baby girt. Rt 1. Box 479-2. WOW;
Herman Loyd Mart. 725 Riley. Murray. Miss Mery E Ezell, P.O. Box 573,
Cad':. Ms, Hdda R. Action, 301
Pins, Muney;
Mrs Rebecca Jane Garrett. At 3.
Box 100, Bunion. Mrs. Mary Elisabeth
Jamieson. Rt. 2. Be. HOW. limbonen. Tenn.;
Ruben Nes,810 18•81 It.. Murray;
Mee Torte Ebro 84818. 000 Papier
Si, Benton. Mrs. Ills C. %dm. At
1. 80a 300. Coder, Pass CA0188.
Mims. 1704 Man It. Wray.

want to deal with. If you do read
it, though, I think you'll find it
worth your while.
• • • •
A lot of our patrons apparently
collect dishes as a hobby. For
their convenience, we've just gotten in the Collector's Encyclopedia of Homer Laughlin China by Joanne Jasper. Not only
does it tell you about Homer
Laughlin China, but it also says a
lot about taste and the decorative
arts as applied to our everyday
lives.

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
Shrimp Special

.15% Cash Discount On
All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items
-PCS -Medimet
-BC-BS -Paid State Aid
-Health & Beauty Items

$3.75
12

Tow Tao

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

0*.

Pork Chop

Tee Salad,
Cheri of Now

I
C

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

759-1864
Friday & Saturday

North •

4

$4.95

10 oz. Club Steak
Toss Salad
Choice of
Potato
Texas Toast
Saturday & Sunday
Country Ham

-4

3.15

Breakfast
- H3IMONVS - 0-8-11V8 - 000JV3S -

753-1462
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30% OFF

ALL WOMEN

ALL CAREER PANTS FOR
MISSES PETITES
AND WOMEN

S

ROBES

BALI BRAS
.Req 521 sty* shown

NOW 17.99

SALE 79.99

BOYS LEVI S 550 JEANS
OR GIRLS LEE
5-POCKET JEAN

TOWNCRAFT
CUSTOM IT SUIT
Reg 129 98

11111

All

.
S
..
A LE 24.99

L

.

SMOOTH TOUCH TWIN
SIZE SOLID COLOR
COMFORTER
Reg 550

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

IE
25% OFF
SHEER CARESS. TOTAL SUPPORT,
CONTROL TOP AND OPAQUE HOSIERY

FAMILY JEAN SALE
SAVE ON ALL DE NIM FOR JUNIORS MISSES, PETITES fli WOMEN
1 99 R ,
SALE 19.99 I-

SAVE ON CHILDREN'S WINDSUITS

SALE 19.99
& 24.99

SAVE ON ALL MEN'S LEVI'S 550 ;560 SILVER TAB JEANS
'110 Nr-r. Aqe stone,,,isrieg
NOW 31.99. Vi) ,nq Mon L

PRESCH,

Septembo.

SCHOOL AGE

SALE 19.99

COLORFUL WINDSUITS
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

SAVE ON ALL BOYS' LEVI S DENIM
NOW 19.99 Boys' 8 16 Levi's* 550'" heavy ab,asuxi
vor,ewashed leans
SAVE ON ALL GIRLS' LEE DENIM
NOW 19.99.Girls* 714 Lee° 5 pocket ocean blue pees

STAFFORD EXECUTIVE PINPOINT
DRESS SHIRT

Reg 25 99-29 99

Rog 29 50 Regular fit

-

30% OFF

SALE 7.99

ALL CHILDREN'S SWEATERS
REG. S15 & UP

HUNT CLUB ONE-POCKET CREW
OR V-NECK T-SHIRTS
FOR MISSES' & PETITES SIZES
Reg 521

SALE
24.99-29.99

30% OFF
GINA PETERS , CASUAL ISLE
CA SPORT
Pc,centapo off

tcquoar pf,re.

30% OFF

()AVE ON ALL BACKPACKS
AND DUFFLES
Reg. 29.99-34.99

I SAVE ON ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
FOR THE FAMILY
CHOOSE FROM A LARGE SELECTION

ALL JUNIORS LEGGINGS
AND STIRRUPS

1

SALE 7.99
MEN S USA OLYMPIC BRAND
SOCCER SHORTS
Reg 12 99

30% OFF
ALL JUNIOR SWEATERS

SALE 29.99

SALE 9.99

REEBOK FANTASY
AEROBIC SHOE
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MEN S SILK BOXERS
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25% OFF
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SPORT SHOES
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wasted in 8-6 loss
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Bullpen blows lead as Cardinals fall seven back

FILE pHoro
Boston pitcher Roger Clemens celebrated his 2,000th strikeout Wednesday, but still dropped a decision to
the New York Yankees.

Yankees down Clemens,
even series with Red Sox
BOSTON .(AP) — The Boston Red Sox insist there's
nothing wrong with Roger Clemens. On Wednesday night,
there was little wrong with New
York pitchers Jimmy Key and
Bob Wickman.
Key pitched six strong
innings and Wickman worked
the last 2 1-3 for his first professional save as the Yankees
capitalized on Clemens' wildness for an 8-3 win.
Boston's longest home winning streak in five years ended
at 11 games. The Red Sox and
New York are two games
behind AL East leader Toronto.
Wickman, making his fifth
relief appearance in 23 games
this season, replaced Key in the
seventh with New York ahead
6-3. two runners on and Andre
Dawson, who homered earlier,
at the plate. He got Dawson to
bounce into an inning-ending
force out.
"I can't be intimidated by it.

In that situation. I was fresh and
he had played most of the
game," Wickman said. "I trie$1
to keep the ball down."
"That's a big out for us and
Wickman did a nice job,"
Yankees manager Buck Showalter said. "It didn't overshadow the job Jimmy Key did."
Through six innings, Key
(14-4) gave up just five hits and
allowed only one runner past
second base.
Clemens, winless since July
21, was wild from the start. He
walked three batters in a fourrun first, quickly ruining the
anticipated duel between two of
baseball's best pitchers.
He walked six, one less than
his career high, and dropped to
9-9 by losing his third straight
start.
"His velocity was there,"
Boston manaecr Butch Hobson
said. "I thought he had good
stuff."
"I don't feel like I struggled.

Kansas City gets new Chief tonight

•

,1.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — No ordinary, hum-drum exhibition
game would figure to create excitement among the Buffalo Bills,
who have played in the last three Super Bowls.
So what's different about tonight's game against the Kansas City
Chiefs?
Only the fact that Joe Montana, the greatest quarterback of the
1980s, is making his debut for Kansas City.
"I would think he really wants to come out and play well," said
wide receiver Steve Tasker, who will join his Buffalo teammates in
an 8:05 EDT kickoff tonight against the Chiefs. "The emotions are
going to be sky-high in K.C. because it's going to be sold out for a
preseason game. That's impressive."
"He's one of the legends of the game,— said Buffalo defensive
end Bruce Smith. "I look forward to playing against him."
Arrowhead Stadium will be packed with roughly 78,000 fans
when Montana, who was held out of last week's 29-21 victory over
Green Bay. finally takes the field in a Chiefs uniform.
It will be the first timc in more than two years that Montana puts
his surgically-repaired right elbow through sustained action-. The
game will be nationally televised to foorball fans everywhere who
are fascinated by an all-time great 'rising from the career graveyard
and vowing, at age 37, to capture his fifth Super Bowl ring.
Taskcr does not expect Montana to be nervous.
"I'd be surprised," he said. "He's been around the block
enough times. Plus, he's been in camp with these guys. I'm sure
the guys around him are going to be thinking about it. They're
going to rise up so that Joe knows he's one of the guys, and they'll
play for him."
Throughout training camp, Montana looked like his old self as
the rest of the offense worked to absorb the 49ers-style offense
installed by offensive coordinator Paul Hackett.
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I can't be bothered by that,"
Clemens said. "That's the best
I've thrown the ball this year.
Hopefully, I can build off
that."
New York's Don Mattingly
said Clemens wasn't hitting the
corners of the plate as he had in
the past.
Key had no such problems.
walking just one batter. He
leads the American League with
a .778 winning percentage and
2.74 ERA.
Boston has the league's best
ERA and Showalter said,
"when you can come in here
and score eight runs on their
pitching staff, you have to feel
fortunate."
Clemens, who walked three
or more batters in only six of
his other 20 starts this year,
walked three of New York's
first five hitters. He also beancd
Bernie Williams, who remained
in the game.

PI1'TstiuK6H (AP) — Clouds covered up the
colorful Perseid meteor shower above Pittsburgh,
but that was no problem to the 35,288 fans in
Three Rivers Stadium. They saw several flying
objects.
Mark Whiten of St. Louis hit a ball that might
still be in orbit if the right field upper deck hadn't
gotten in the way, and the Pirates — yep, the team
with the second-fewest homers in the majors —
hit three long balls. themselves.
"Man, the ball was flying around here," Al
Martin said after his game-winning two-run homer
in the Pirates' 8-6 victory Wednesday over the
Cardinals. "We haven't hit many homers all year,
but we were hitting them tonight. It was great to
see."
Except, of course, for St. Louis manager Joe
Torre, who saw his pitching staff squander leads
of 1-0, 2-1 and 6-5 as the Cardinals fell seven
games behind Philadelphia in the NL East. The
Phillies beat Montreal 6-5.
Torre probably figured six runs was enough to
beat the Pirates, whose 69 homers entering the
game were the second-lowest in the majors to
expansion Florida's 67. Of course, he didn't figure'
on his pitching staff giving up two homers to exCardinal- Lonnie Smith and the go-ahead drive to

Martin in the eighth.
Smith's second homer and Martin's decisive
drive both Came off Todd Burns (0-3), who blew a
save and the game. But Torre saved his harshest
criticism for starter Rhcal Cormier, who remained
winless in 12 appearances since June 28.
Cormier gave up five runs on eight hits over 5
1-3 innings, including Smith's two-run homer in
the fourth and Llo)d McClendon's two doubles.
Smith had just four homers all season and
McClendon had only six extra-base hits in 123 atbats.
"Your whole existence depends on pitching,"
Torre said. "Cormier wasn't very good. I think
the game was lost with our starting pitching. He
was ahead of Lonnie Smith 0-and-2 in the count,
and you can't make mistakes 0-and-2 in the fat of
the zone and expect to win. People who do it are
just mediocre people."
St. Louis went ahead — briefly — 6-5 in the
eighth on Luis Alicca's three-run double off Mark
Dewey (1-0). But Smith needed just two pitches to
tie it, and Martin, who entered the game as a
defensive replacement in the top of the inning, followed Kevin Young's single with his eighth
homer.

Off-season additions aiding
Philadelphia pennant run
The Assoclated Press
While the headlines and attention last winter went to free
agents Barry Bonds and Greg
NIaddux, the Philadelphia Phillies
quietly collected some no-names
and castoffs.
They may not have seemed to
be much in the offseason, but
Pete Incaviglia, Jim Eisenreich,
Milt Thompson and David West
are now key parts of the firstplace Phillies.
The four all had a role in Philadelphia's 6-5 victory over the
Montreal Expos on Wednesday
night, a victory that gave the

Phillies a seven-game lead over
second-place St. Louis.
Incaviglia hit his 21st homer of
the season — and seventh in his
last seven stats — and Eisenrcich
added his fifth in the sixth to tie
the game 5-5.
Thompson walked to lead off
the bottom, of the ninth, stole second and moved to third on catcher Darrin Fletcher's throwing
error. He scored on Mariano
Duncan's bad-hop single over a
drawn-in infield. The winner was
West (4-3) and the loser was
John Wetteland (7-4), who said
earlier in the season that the
Phillies would fold.

"That's in the past. It doesn't
matter what an)body says," Duncan said. "We're in first place.
They have to catch us."
The Expos trailed 4-2 in the
fifth when Moises Alou hit a
three-run homer, his 15th of the
season. Eisenreich tied it with the
third homer allowed by Montreal
starter Dennis Martinez. Lenny
Dykstra hit his 13th in the third,
a two-run shot three batters after
Incaviglia had led off the inning
with his homer.
"He has location problems at
times, but I don't want to get into
the technial part of pitching,"
Expos manager Felipe Alou said.

Coleman trial postponed until October
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Vince Coleman is free to play for
the New York !Acts. The next move is up to them or, perhaps,
major league baseball.
The arraignment for Coleman on a felony explosives charge
was postponed Wednesday until Oct. 8 — five days after the
season ends.
Robert Shapiro, Coleman's lawyer, asked that proceedings be
delayed and Municipal Court Commissioner Abraham Khan
granted the request. Coleman waived his right to a speedy trial
during a brief appearance at the Criminal Courts Building.
Shapiro said he requested the delay because he had yet to
receive a status report on the three people injured by the
explosive, which Coleman threw near fans outside Dodger Stadium on July 24.
The explosion injured Amanda Santos, 2'/3 , who suffered
second-degree burns to her cheek and dadiage to an eye and
finger; Marshall Savoy, t>1,,,who suffered a bruised leg; and
Cindy_Mayhew, 33, who was treated for an ear injury.
Coleman, a 31kyear-old outfielder, is free on $5,000 bail and
is on unpaid leave from the Mets. He's expected to report to
the team on Friday in Philadelphia. where it begins an eightgame road trip.

every day," Hunsicker said. "We do not want to prejudice the
legal process. I do not think that would be fair to Vince."
Coleman appeared in court with attorneys Shapiro and
Michael Nasatir. Outside the courthouse after the proceedings,
which took only a couple of minutes, Shapiro spoke for about
10 minutes. Coleman, at Shapiro's side, never said a word.
However, Coleman granted a 13-minute interview with Jim
Hill, a sportscaster for KCBS-TV in Los Angeles. less than
four hours later.
Among other things, Coleman took full responsibility for what
happened and said he wasn't aware there were injuries until
four days after the incident.
"I feel very bad for the pain that I've caused," Coleman
said. "I am the one, the culprit. I'm very, very sorry. It was
Just a foolish, silly act. I never would have driven off from
the scene if I had known that anyone was hurt."
Coleman has been on unpaid leave from the Mets.
"He is going back to New York in the next day or two,"
Shapiro said. ''He would like to get back to his Career."
When asked how soon Coleman would be in uniform, Shapiro said: "1 don't know. That would be up to his manager and
up to baseball."

Ryder Cup spots available at PGA
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Paul
Azinger, Fred Couples, Payne
Stewart and Tom Kite can relax
today. All they're doing is competing in the opening round of
the PGA, the last of the year's
major golf championships.
The same does not hold true
for Fuzzy Zoeller, Ray Floyd,
Lanny Wadkins, Curtis Strange,
Larry Mize, Jeff Maggert and
John Daly.
All are competing in a tournament within a tournament this
week, struggling not only for the

all foreign-born: Nick Faldo of
season," said Stewart, who has
75th PGA Championship but also
England, British Open titlenot won this year but has three
for the last few spots on the
holder Greg Norman of Australia
runner-up finishes and was third
United States' Ryder Cup team.
in three others. "I came into this and Nick Price of Zimbabwe,
Ten members of the 12-man
who has won his last three
season with one goal. To make
team come off a points list that
American starts and has collected
the Ryder Cup team. I've done
closes in this event.
that. So that makes it a successful eight victories around the world
Azingcr, Couples, Kite, U.S.
since winning this title a year
season."
Open winner Lee Janzen, Corey
He and the other five men ago.
Pavin and Stewart are assured of
leading the Ryder Cup list —
positions on the team that will
Faldo already has secured a
play Europe's best next month at
Couples, Kite, Janzen and Pavin
place on the European Ryder Cup
— arc among the leading conten- team while Norman and Price,
Sutton Coldfield, England.
Stewart put the importance of • dcrs for the $300,000 fire prize
due to their nationalities, are not
making that team in focus.
at Inverness.
The top choices, however, are •See PAW
"I'm counting this a successful
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SPORTS

II Ryder Cup...

Don't Wait Until lour Parking Lot Deteriorates.

BRIEFS

FROM PAGE II
eligible for the biennial competition that has gained such enormous prestige in recent years.
While they have no particular
interest in that competition, other
men on both sides of the Atlantic
are mightily concerned.
So much so that Gordon Brand
Jr. of Scotland and David Gilford
of England — both eligible for
this tournament — passed it up to
play in a European event in an
cffon to improve their chances
for a place on their team.
John Cook, Davis Love III.
Chip Beck and Jim Gallagher
hold positions number 7-10,
respectively, on the American
points list with totals ranging
from 697.500 to 574.167.
With double points (from 300
for the winner down to 20 for the
10th place finisher) available in
the PGA, however, all arc in
jeopardy.

Family night set for CCHS soccer
Calloway County High School boys and girls soccer teams will host
Family Night on Friday at 7 p.m.
Events include a cookout and introduction of the team. The CCHS
Soccer Foundation will hold a general meeting afterwards, and officers
' will be elected.

Tiger football tickets ready
Season tickets are on sale for Murray High School football at MHS.
Tickets are $20.
MHS athletic director David Carr said those who have had season
tickets before will have their tickets automatically renewed unless they
, contact the high school.

Owners squabbling over contract

back

Baseball owners divided into large- and small-market factions as they
struggled to agree to increased revenue sharing. In the lorkest majorleague meeting in over a decade, owners debated revenue sharing for
12A hours.
Large-market teams, who don't want to give up a greater share of local broadcasting money, have the power to block change because 21 votes
are needed.
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Life on
the beach
for NBC

Sy JOHN NELSON
Associated Press
Beach volleyball came to NBC
after baseball, or A.B.. as they
call it. The network gets baseball
back next season, but the volleyball stays. It's become too valuable to spike.
The Association of Volleyball
Professionals tour has gone from
a single one-hour taped show in
1990 to live coverage of six
events over 11 hours this year on•
weekend afternoons, and it's
because of who watches it, not so
much because of how many.
"It gets a desirable, young
audience of adults with a lot of
disposable income," said Jon
Miller, NBC Sports vice president of program planning and
development. And you know that
to an advertiser, the disposable
income part is what's important.
Last year, the average rating
among 18-49 year old men was
2.1. In the 18-24 age group, however, it was 2.7, compared with
1.8 for baseball, NBC figures
show.
And now, beginning next season, the two sports will coexist
nicely on NBC, Miller said.
"Baseball will be all in prime
time now, so that leaves the
weekend afternoons available to
do sports like this," he said.
"We're lucky in that we have the
best of both worlds.
"We've got baseball again,
and I think the ratings are going
to come back in a big way. And
we still have the afternoons
available."
In addition to an upscale male
viewership. Miller said the volleyball shows also consistently
draw a large contingent of young,
female viewers. That's something
missing from such fare as golf,
auto racing, the anthologies and
even tennis.
"Isn't it amazing," said Karch
Kiraly, a two-time Olympic gold
medalist and now one of the top
players on the AVP tour. "For so
long, there was a big push for
two weeks every- four years for
Olympic volleyball, and then it
just kind of disappeared.
"Now, it seems like the beach
game is the one that's really
• exposing the sport in between
those four-year intervals."
Miller says NBC tried "a
bunch of different properties" to
replace baseball four years ago.
Among the experiments were
celebrity golf and the Tour de
Trump bicycle races. None of
them worked very well.
"We had looked at beach volleyball but never thought of it on
network." Miller said. "So, we
put on a one-hour taped show in
the worst possible time, the worst
possible window, on a Labor Day
Saturday opposite the U.S. Open.
"Much to our surprise, we
came in the next day and the
overnight ratings beat the U.S.
Open. Then we saw how strong
the demographics were in the
national ratings." Miller said.
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Seal Coat Today!
"A win by somebody as deep
as 25th or 30th could be enough
to make the team," American
captain Tom Watson said
Wednesday.
Their principal challengers, in
order, are Mize, Maggen, Mark
O'Meara and Dan Forsman, with
point totals from 555.239 to
453.929.
Daly, along with veterans
Zoeller, Floyd. Wadkins and
Strange have little realistic
chance of making the top 10 on
the points list.
Their only hope of making the
team are catching Watson's eye
for one of his two wild-card
selections, which v.111 be made
this week and announced
Monday.
"I have a short list of about
five." Watson said, and mentioned Zoeller, Misc. Floyd and
Wadk ins.
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David Morris Electric
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New Construction - Repairs
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Quality Electrical Work Since 1971
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OPEN HOUSE

Kopperud Realty
Sunday, August 15 • 2-4 p.m.

NOTICE
Kentucky and Tennessee Residents

STOP PAYING SALES TAX
(Yes, It's Legal.)

Read The Fine Print For Details
All Kentucky andTennessee residents doing business with Ward
Elkins Appliance and T.V. at 411 Maple St., Murray, please be
advised that all sales tax, both the 6(7f Kentucky tax and the 8.25%
Tennessee tax will be paid in full by Ward-Elkins. You will not have
to pay tax on any purchase, large or small. Choose from a
whole houseful of new appliances or a small repair part. We will pay
the tax. This article must be cut out and presented at time of
purchase to be exempt from paying the sales tax. This offer ends
August 31, 1993 and may not be used in conjunction with any other
sale or promotion.
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Southwest Villa Estatei

2114 Villa Square

Designed to Delight!! Built to quality standards. this 4 bedroom. 3Vs bath
home features 2 master suites, large bright kitchen, large side entry garage
with built-ins. Great closet space and many other features. Adjacent lot
available.
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ARTS
Fall Schedule
begins
August 16
(closed Mon & Tues)
start thinking about
Clu-istmas Parties
and Shopping:

es
Aurora. KY

...the great
food place:
Ilwy 68 near Kentucky Lake
Open at Span
f.:very evening mid-June --mid Aug
chased Mon & rues in Spring & Fall
('fused in Winter(Dec 21 - Mar 21)

1-502-474-2773
.S.rturdays. reserve. tor 11) or more

"
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Duo concludes
MCMA season
Murray Civic Music Association's 1992-93 membership drive
begins Aug. 22 with a volunteer
reception from 5 to 5:30 p.m. at
County Public
Library.
At this time, volunteers will
receive their membership packets.
Memberships for the upcoming
seasn may be purchased from any
MCMA volunteer from Aug.
22-28.
The first attraction will be an
encore performance of The
Louisville Orchestra on Sept. 22,
Lawrence Leighton Smith, music
director/conductor, will lead the
performance.
Brigadoon, one of the bestloved musical plays of stage history, will be on Oct. 10.
Chanticleer. an "acappella"
vocal ensemble, will present a
seamless blend of male voices
ranging from countcrtcnor to bass
on Jan. 20.

The season will conclude on
March 8 with vocalist Everett and
Alicia Helm McCorvey whose
repertoir ranges from Handel to
Verdi to Gershwin. including
Broadway tunes and spirituals.
All performances are ar Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus, with free
admission offered to MSU students and full accessibility provided to the handicapppcd.
MCMA members also receive
the benefit of reciprocity with
several regional associations as
part of their membership including: Paducah Community Concert
Associaiton, Southern Illinois
Concerts, Inc., Cape Girardeau
Community Concert Association
and Union City-Obion County
Community Concert Association.
For more information about
11.1cMA's membership drive call
753-3257 or 762-4516.
EVERETT AND AUClA HELM McCORVEY

Fleming, Furniture... Benton & Paducah

* * Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah *

Local playwrights
schedule meeting

*

The West Kentucky Playwrights meet twice a month at the
Playhouse in the Park to-read and
, review the works-in-progress of
participants.
Through the meetings, writers,
received encouragement and
feedback that guides„ revisions
and/or completion of their plays.
Newcomers and verteran playwrights are welcome, along with
anyone in the region who is interested in acting, directing or participating in any aspect of the
annual playwrights festival.
In 1993, the playwrights group
will meet Aug. 9 and 23; Sept. 13
and 27; Oct. 11 and 25; Nov. 8
and 22; Dcc. 6 and 20.
Meetings will begin at 7 p.m.
in the Green Room of the
Playhouse.

Inventory

TAX...TAX•selrAX•

PRE INVENTORY CLEARANC

Alexander has
work produced

The GREAT STATE of KENTUCKY in all its INFINITE WISDOM has DECLARED that at
YOUR YEAR END,YOU COUNT all your INVENTORY and PAY A BIG FAT TAX on every piece
of UNSOLD MERCHANDISE...Well QUITE FRANKLY WE DON'T WANT TO COUNT it and
WE SURE DON'T WANT TO PAY EXTRA TAXES on it SO:

AIM
MEI
•••••

"Pinstipe Suite," a play in poetic form by Murray playwright
Constance Alexander, is being
presented by The Miniature
Theatre of Chester, Mass. as the
final show of its summer season.
Directed by Jason Buzas and
starring Kenneth Tigar, the play
will be presented Sept. 1-5 at the
western Massachusettes theatre
that has been called a "little miracle" by critics.
- The play was first performed at
the fourth annual West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival in Murray.
Portions of the play were published as poems in the anthology,
The Literature of Work: Short
Stories, Essays and Poems by
Men and Women of Business.

storewide!
Savings

ARTS

Sofas, Chairs, Sleeper Sofas, Sectionals, Recliners, Mattresses & Box Springs, Bedroom Suites,
Night Stands, Dining Room Suites, China Cabinets, Area Rugs, Occasional Tables - Lamps, TVs,
VCRs, Appliances - ***
Every Piece of Inventory Reduced for this SALE!
• Broyhill• Lane• Sealy • Thomasville• Klaussner• Barclay •La-Z-Boy (Benton only)
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Hamlet is the Playhouse in the
Park's August production of the
month. The show will open Aug. 20
and continue on Aug. 21-22.
Another performance will be held
the following weekend, Aug. 26-29.
A free sneak preview of the show
will be held Aug. 19. Regular performance tickets are $7 general
admission; $6 senior citizens and $5
students and children. Friday and
Saturday productions begin at 8 p.m.
Sunday's shows begin at 2 P.m. For
reservations call 759-1752.
A Renaissance Faire will take
place in the Murray-Calloway County Park in conjunction with the first
Jackson Purchase Shakespeare Festival Aug. 14 and 21 from noon to 7
p.m. The faire, which is free and
open to the public, will include
food, clothing and craft booths,
wandering jesters, knights and
ladies, heralds, storytellers, dancers,
madrigal singers and more. Call the
Playhouse for more information.
A Madrigal Dinner will also be
part of the first Jackson Purchase
Shakespeare Festival at the Brass
Lantern Restaurant in Aurora on
Aug. 23. The dinner will last from 6
to 8:30 p.m. and will cost $25 per
person. Singing, skits, costumed
servers and a five-course meal
cooked from ancient renaissance
recipes are all part of the package.
For more information or to make
reservations, call the Playhouse.
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ON CRAFTSMAN
TRACTORS

louse in the
:tion of the
pen Aug. 20
lg. 21 - 22.
will be held
Aug. 26-29.
3f the show
tegular perS7 general
izcns and S5
Friday and
gin at 8 p.m.
t2 p.m. For
52.
.e will take
oway Counvith the first
spearc Fcstin noon to 7
is free and
•ill include
aft booths,
nights and
crs, dancers,
nre. Call the

will also be
,n Purchase
it the Brass
Aurora on
I last from 6
ott $25 per
, costumed
iurse meal
enaissance
le package.
or to make
yhouse.

11

$2.2

r.

- vox
awl

*80

per month' on
SeorsChorge PLUS

1049.99
Was 139999 while quantities lost

•6-speed transaxle

SAVE

CRAFTSMAN
nal2=3:11Er

CRAFTSMAN'
••••••

Bagger sold separately, 229.99

14!
CRAFTS/4PN7/

25543/24949

3.0-HP
GAS EDGER

249.99
Rog 26999

•Adiustable
edges to 2-in. depth
•Edges and trenches

END-OF-SEASON SALE! 4.0-HP, 22-IN.
REAR BAG POWER-PROPELLED MOWER

169.99

269.99

Was 19999
While quantities lost

• Mulch, discharge Of catch
with optional catcher

SAVE SlO

SAVE s10

SAVE s20
CRRFTSNIIII
Franmanw

END-OF-SEASON SALE! 4.0-HP,
20-IN. SIDE-DISCHARGE MOWER

32-CC GAS
POWERED BLOWER

CRAFTSMAN
79862

•

16-IN. ELECTRIC
BUSHWACKER'
HEDGE TRIMMER

109.99
Reg 11999

•170-MPH/360-CFM
air output

34.99
•3.000 cutting strokes
per minute

• Front wheel drive
• Rolled vacuum deck

SAVE 55
CRAFTSMAN'

15-IN.,
21-CC GAS
WEEDWACKER'
LINE TRIMMER

74.99
Rog 7999

Semi-automatic
line feed

9.9 4499
79756

Was 34999
While quantifies last

CRAFTSMANI/
E=111W

ATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY RACK

•

•II•wm••••••••••*...•••••

.st
i•
-

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classified
Deadlines ars 2 gays in &dean** and are as follows:
Monday Edition---Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Editie•
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edna*
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
111 \ I s

FARM!.

.Legal Hours

‘11.1.1 13 Sit

M %HWY I

Help Wanted
060
WM -----Dimeene S Childcare
Wanted
000 ..........
'00_B-- Opptrumil,
110....................._.....Loatruction

Pubbc Sale

640

Per Wade
Free Column
_Wanted

470
400
415
490 ....._...
496.
500.
5107........
11243

Mobile Home For Rant

270

285 Mobile Horne Lola For Rant

365

200

Buena.. Rentals

420

910 ________....... Want To Rant

430

300 .

1,1i1/ ,
i11,

Pl II\III

Mobile Homes For Sale

130..._—For Sale Or Trade
Want TO Bay
140 .
150
Articles For Sale
noel minces
155
160 ----Home Furruelunip
.Antsquie
166
170 -----... Vacuum Cleaners
110 ----..Sewing Machines
196
Equipment
290.
Sparta Er prnent
210
Firewood
220...-------.... Musical
240.
Miacellarisous

Ili it

10- NI tl

I ILIA!WOK 1 A I ION

410

570

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

230
Exterminating
250.-..----.Businees Services
.lisating And Cooling
290
Services Offered
.
630

S

91Ist

\

kiimertimere ere emendated to cheek tts•
tint imeertios°Meersae for my error
The Murray Ledeyer & Thamewiil be
neepeseake bre*oneissomect Meerdoe. Any error 'Mould be reported
immediately so oornectioas can be
made

753-1916
St II% it I,

taint
376 .....--lavestock & Supplies
& Supplbee
MIO
Prance
.... Feed & and
SSO

ef Thanks
030
040.._...._In Memory
Lost & Found
060

Ant1115:131ENT5

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

010._

MasterCard

For Salo

Or Lease

. Home Loans
Real Estate

.

Lake Property

Rant

436

—....—...... Rooms For Rant

440

Far

Used Weeks 340 ........_-___Housse Per Bent

450

Fer isle

Motorcycles 320 .......

Apartments

Auto Set-elms

Ante Parts
....--Used Cars

For

—For Seat et Lime

Mite & Mime US.

8.1.

440.-----.11amee For Sale

380

Het,
Warded

Ligal

Nodal
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General
Assembly Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray,
Kentucky,will hold a Public Hearing on August 19,1993,7:30 p.m.,in
the Council Chambers, City Hall Building, 207 South 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from the public regarding
proposed 1993 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this notice includes the following
information:
Revenue_
Tax Rate Per $100
Expected
Assessed Valuation
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
$826,942
0.3343
and Revenue Produced

$'1

(2) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue
(3) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue
(4) Revenue Expected from New
Property
(5) Revenue Expected From
Personal Property
(6) Tax Rate Proposed for CERS
Unfunded Liability

0.3339

$877,805

0.3211

$844,155

0.3339

$21,379

0.3339

$204,675

0.0373-

9134,475

The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by
levying a tax rate of 0.3339 which will be spent in the public safe'y
departments of'city government. The 0.0373 special tax lev:
authorized by KRS 78.530(3)C and will be used to underwrite .e
unfunded liability of transferring police and fire personnel to CERS
Hazardous Duty Retirement.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
William N. Cherry
Mayor

.>

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
appointfiduciary
ments have been made
in the Calloway District Court. All claims
against' these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date of qualification.
Max Tutt, 1720
North Fourth St., Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Mary L. Thtt,
1720 North Fourth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Administratrix,
Appt.
07-21-93, Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Maggie Barnes Culpepper, Route 08 Box
560, Murray,KY 42071
Bettie
Deceased,
Spann, 100 Fox Meadows, Murray, KY
42071 and Judy Rogers, Route 08, Murray, KY 42071 Co-Executrix, Appt.
93, Sid Easley, 204
South Sixth St., Migray, KY 42071 Ananey.
Edgar L. Rowland,
Route 02 Box 24A,
Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, Edgar L. Rowland Jr., 1130 Duck
Creek, Ortonville, MI
48462 and Norris L.
Rowland,521 Whitnell
Ave., Murray, KY
42071 Co-Executors,
Appt. 07-28-93.
Charles L. Ramsey,
503 Richardson, Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, J.A. Gregory
Jr., 204 South Sixth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Executor, Appt. 07-2893, J.A. Gregory Jr.,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Laverne L. Ramsey,
503 Richardson, Murray, KY 42071 Deceased, J.A. Gregory
Jr., 204 South Sixth
St., Murray, KY 42071
Administrator de Boni. Non, Appt. 07-2893, J.A. Gregory Jr.,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Classified

COMPUTERS FOR

SALE
Used. All IBM compatible.
Iliatiesi bed aaxpted - minimum bid required Bids ac.
ceptod until 430 pa 11-1793 Sealed beds marked "Computer Bid mum be oust.
Jackson Purchase ACA P.O.
Boa 309, Mayfield, ICY
42066 For appt. or more
information call (502) 24756 1

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
Harold & Lucy Walls,
guardian for Matthew,
Samuel & Nathan
Holt, minor child. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m.

August

23rd,

1993, the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGA,L NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
the"Calloway District Court by Melissa
Hood De Poix, Executrix, of the estate of
Oliver Clough Hood,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,

Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Maxine
McLemore, Executrix,
of the estate of Maudie
J. Crass, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
a.m. August 23. 1993,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson;
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Ronald
Ray, Executor, of the
estate of Etiolle Ray,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
babied in the Calloway
District Court on or Moroni 9:00 a m August

23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Shelby
Underhill,
Administrator, of the estate of
Nicole Underhill, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
23, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Jean
Humphreys, Executrix, of the estate of
D.T. Humphreys, ,
deceased. Exception 't
this settlement-. mlnIT
be filed in the Callowizi
District Court on
fore 9:00 a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Mary
Louise
Duncan
Sharkey, Executrix, of
the estate of Boyd
Franklin Duncan, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be fileclin the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Christopher Shane Harper,
Administrator, of the
estate of Guy Lewis
Harper, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before 9:00
August 23rd.
a.m
1993, the date of hearing
Ann P Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
An informal final
settlement of accounts settlement of accounts
has been filed in the has been filed in the
District Calloway
Calloway
District
Court by Joy Johnson, Court by Irene Balfour,
Executrix,of the estate Executrix,of the estate
of John Ed Johnson, of Helen Ruth Simser,
deceased. Exceptions deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or be- District Court on or before -9:00 a.m. August fore 910- a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of 23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Sharilyn 10:4 FT brakes for vinyl
Erwin and Randa Cun- work. Rent by the day.
ningham, Co-Executri- 436-2701
xes, of the estate of
AURORA Pizza Magic GeHarrell. Broach, de- - rune hand tossed pizza,
ceased. Exceptions to frestrsalads, sandwichels,
this settlemen.t must gyros Open all year at
he filed in theCalloway 5pm. Closed Mon and
ristrict Court ,n or be- Tues.
4 74 - 8 1 1
fore 9:00 a.m. August 1-800-649-3E104
23rd, 1993, the date of CZECH BOY 17, anxiously
hearing.
awaiting host tamily EnAnn P. Wilson, grys sports. reading & comCircuit Court Clerk puters. Other Scandina-

EXCITING' Feel Great'
Lose errechtf Call me find
out howl 437-4467 or
753-7262
025
Personals
FREE POETRY CONTEST Win $20,000 in cash
prizes annually! Possible
publication Beginners welcome Send one poem 21
lines or less Box 949.
Lawndale, CA 90260

LOST Reddish blonde female Cocker Spaniel from
corner 1828 & 783
492 8579

Staff
Accountant
Excellent compensation, creative work environment, unlimited opportunity
for advancement.
Send resume to
Steven G. Sseora,
CPA
Rt. 1 Box 186
Sedalia, Ky. 42079

vian, European high school
students arnving August.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of Call ELIZABETH (502)
or
accounts has been filed 78 2 286 1
1-800-SlEtUNG
in the Calloway Dis-

trict Court by Odelia
Teague and Dorothy
Teague, Co-Administratrix, of the estate of
Crockett Lee Tharpe,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Ray
Dunn, Executor, of the
estate of Amy Wilson,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in. the Calloway District Court by William
G. Paschall & Robert
0. Miller, Co-Executors, of the estate of
Marelle Jones, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before 9:00 a.m. August
23rd, 1993, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Avsilable Then AU.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care Nish
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is TOM ifficiOnile11
than ever For free information

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local ciaim service'

I. William Hobbs, will not be
responsible for no debts
other than my own

Accessories

The Panhandler
t Bel-Air

Center
k,

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few =AI& preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

40
50
60
70
80

- 17.69

FEMALE
age 40 - 88.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 • 13.57

- 28.93
- 52.73

age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

- $9.45
- 12.37

Britthoven
of Benton

R.N. Supervisor
position available

BRIDAL'
REGISTRY
fr

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray,

KY

"Our 29th year of Service"

sidential construction.
Electrician for residential construction.

502-753-5561
AVON sales Be happy
Earn $8 510hr Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
training 1-800-690-AVON
BABYSITTER needed for
4yr old boy Preferably ii
our home but will consider
other arrangement. References Please call
436-2848
BRANCH BANK MANAGER Well captiakzed, high
performing thrift converting
to national-bank has opening for a Fkanch Office
Manager Candidates
should be high!, notivateJ
and sales Ortenite.] with extensive lending and management experience We
otter an excellent benefit
package and a competitive
salary commensurate with
experience and siulls Reply in confidence with resume, salary history and
references to. First Federal, Personnel Department, PO Box 960. Bowling
Green, KY 42102-0960 An
Equal Opportunity
Employer
CHILD CARE/Married couples needed for live-in position at Spring Meadows
Children's Home Residential experience preferred.
Send resume to Susan
Doom. Spring Meadows
Children's Home, 10901
Shelbyville Road. Louisville, KY 40243

DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
AMBITIOUS individuals career/ We have 22 JOB
needed for the House of openings for people 16 Ihru
Uoyd Party Plan Pan ome 21 that are not full time high
work, Full-Sme pay No col- school students Call
lecting, no dekvenes $500 753-9378 Five days a week
kit supplied Call for an between 8 00am-3 00prn
application today! We we an EOE This project es funded by the West1-800-264-2166
ern Kentucky Pnvine Industry Council-JTPA

ROGER Hudson, Hauling
Hudson Horstr'and Clothing Supply 7514545

BURIAL INSURANCE

MALE

ACCEPTING applications
for part time 1 1 pm- 7arn
shift in convenience Moe
Must be honest. dependable & able to work
weekends Apply in person
811 Sycamore

MRS. THERESA. Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic. gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

Fitz & Floyd
Dinnerware &

1

HELP WANTED
Laborers for constructing houses.
Licensed plumber for re-

Weekend shift,
6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Competitive salary. Must have
leadership qualities and current
Kentucky license.
Apply in person
Mon.-Fn. 8 a.m.-3
-p.m. or call for
appointment.

527-3296.
E.O.E.
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
income to assemble products at home Info
l504-646-1700 DEPT
KY•2021
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41/hr plus benefits For
application 8, into, call
1 (216) 233-9078 7am to
10pm 7 days
CAR stereo installer, experience required Send resume to PO Box 48, Murray, Ky 42071

BAC

nalas

2

Now taking
applicationst
port time
POlitiOns ovoiloble
Must be willing to
work weekends
Apply in person of
Full &

McDonakts
in Mow.

DRIVERS, GET IN GEAR'
At Munson Transportation,
you'll get respect, pay and
support you deserve We
have opportunities for company drivers and teams,
and also offer a training
program for mexpenengsd
drivers In return you'll receive top pay and benefits
for you and your family,
plenty of miles, excellent
equipment and pace of
mind
Call
1-800-423-7629 MUNSON TRANSPORTATION
EOE
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
experienced II inexper
ienced FREE TRAINING
for inexperienced drivers if
you quality Call today for
your
future
1-800-877-8180

115.00 Columns lack
DIsplay Ada
461i Dimesmi kd
Diesema Iril ism
(AR 3 Ai Mast Rea Wakes Day Pinot)
$1 76 FR Wass owls earn be ?mein(Mop
ping Cattlat

Reader Ads:
The per word $5.00 minimum let
day. Se per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Ties. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for bbnd box ads.

Yard Sale 87.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make say ebsampee to ad after
deadline.

Pete & Supplies

l

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

The Murray Board of Education Is currently
occepting applications for the following

positions:
SPEECH PATHOlOGtST
Full time Proper Kentucky seconciary certification required
KIDS" COMPANY ANXS
Revue, port time hours. reguice school yeor
Supervise/Instruct KE RA related activities in addition to a lot of fun in a reioxed atmosphere

Preference wfil be given to:
Certified Teachers
Elementary Education Majors
Certified Teacher's Aides and
Early Childhood Aides with CDA
Certificates
The above positions are for the 1993-94
school year. 185 days.
Interested persons should submit an app))cation between 9:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m
to:
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTN: 141111. Jackson or Bob Lewis

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Dawn open at sam
Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west 10 Johnny Robertson Road
sotah 10 So Hole Road, right on Sq. Hate Road 1i4

7i3-0.166

PO

Box 1033

ADVERTISING TRAINEEPOSITION
Looking for an aggressive Individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray. KY 42071

America $ Second Car

Uglg Duckling
*k WW:
locations

Coast to

Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1•800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Full Time Circulation
Clerk Needed!!
Must be familiar with Murray
area. Computer experience a plus.
Must be able to meet and work well
with the public. Benefits available.
Send resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times,
P.O. Box 1040A, Murray, KY 42071.

NUTRITIONISTS
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking applicants for
Nutrition education positions.
Position 01: Full-time, primarily in maternal and child nutrition
education. This position is based in Paducah, with travel to area
clinical sites required. Minimum qualification is a Bachelor's degree
in nutrition. Registration by the Commission of Dietetic Registration
of the ADA, or a certified nutritionist as defined by the Kentucky
Board of certification is preferred.
Position 02: Full or part-time with the Diabetes Program.Job duties
include direct counseling and professional education. This position is
based in Mayfield, Kentucky, with travel throughout the Purchase
area. Minimum qualifications are a Bachelor's degree and registration by the Commission of Dietetic Registration of the ADA, or
Masters Degree and certified nutritionist status as defined by the
Kentucky Board of certification.
Each position offers salary based on education and experience and a
good fringe benefit package.
Applications may be picked up at any area health department or the
Purchase District Administrative Office, 320 N. 7th Street in
Mayfield, KY. For more information, contact Sharon Godec, R.N.
Nursing Director, at(502)247-1490 or (502) 444-9625. Transcripts
required. Resumes do not substitute"for formal applications. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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DRIVERS. Over tie Road NOW Islung apple:aeons
VanrRat 35 Soles. 1yr ex- for waitresses & cake
perience verifiable start baker Apply in person al
2528 cents/mile mei 3 yrs Dumplins, Murray.
Call 2pm-4prn daily
B•n•lits
1-800-4446648
OTR Driver wanted for
DRIVERS WANTED - owner operator Leased to
Flatbed Expenenos New local company Home evConv•ntionals. Paid ery weekend kW have
Weekly Loaded/Empty Hazmat and doublesMiles, Li1e/V4ealei Insur- triples license, current
ance. Bonus. Rider Pica. physical
Call
ram ADVANCED DISTRI- 901 644 3316 or Nave
SYSTEM message
BUTION
800-364-1047. 24 Hours-7
RECEPTIONIST/
Days Week
Secretory Full time, typing.
EARN up to $1000 weekly 02mputer 8 bookkeeping
processing mail Start now. skis a plus Must meet the
no experience. free sup- public well & have good
plies. tree information, no phone skill Mon-Fn Send
obligation Send SASE to resume to PO Box 1040 H,
Hi-Lo. PO Box 3648138. Murray. KY 42071
San Angelo. Texas 76902
THE BEST TEAM PAY ON
EXPERIENCED afternoon THE ROAD COVENANT
cook 1-9 shift Apply in TRANSPORT Our Top
person at Ann's Country Team Earned Over
Kitchen in Hazel
$85,000 Lest Year Starting
Per Mile,
SERVICE at $ 27 to $ 29
FOOD
Paid Health and Life InsurWORKER Murray State
ance, Motel Layover Pay,
University a now hiring two
Loading/Unloading Pay.
part-trne, temporary. onDeadhead/Vacation Pay,
call food service *wirers to
Spouse Rider Program,
work on an as-needed be
Solos Welcome, Truck
se in the catering area
Driving School Graduates
Prior food experience is
Welcome
required Salary. $5 00 per
1-800-441-4394
hour Apply at Human Resources. ilth Floor. Sparks US POSTAL & GOVERNHall, Murray Stale Univer- MENT JOBS $234v plus
sity, Murray, KY 42071 benefits Now hiring
MSU does not discriminate 1-800-200-8760 24 hours
on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, relig- VACATION Dream Cash
ion. marital status, age or Earn at home $200 to $500
disability in employment or weekly shifting envelopes
the provision of services, For information Send
educational programs and SASE to Vachon Dream
activities, and provides, Cash PO Box 224 McKenupon request, reasonable zie, TN 38201
accommodation including
auxiliary aids and services
necessary to afford individuals with disabilities an
equal opportunity to panicpate in all programs and
activities For information
regarding
nondiscriminatidn policies contact the Office of Equal
Opportunity, (502)
762-3155

WANTED barmaids. waitresses & dancers. $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Paris, Tn
Cafe
901-642-4297 7pm 2arn

FRIENDLY HOME PARTIES now has openings for
demonstrators No cash investment Part time hours
with full time pay Two catalogs, over 700 items Call
1.800-488-4875

WENDY'S now hiring for
daytime shift Must be able
to work weekends
Cashiers & prep people
Apply at store daily Ask for
manager Chestnut Street.
Murray

WANTED dancers and
waitresses for Foxy Lady
Club Pans TN No expenence neccesswy Phone
Charlie or Jeri at
931-642-7683

&deka
"sit.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Earn $2500 ;atom* to
WOO Oullame per month
processing insurance
claims for physicians
dentists other healthcare
providers Software purchase required plus computer 1-800-722-SAMS
COKE-PEPSI/HERSHEYFRITO-LAY Best Vending
Opportunity of the 90's Invest $14.500 approved
cations.(8 combo's-16 machines), estimated earnwigs $790-$1320 weekly
1-800-358 8382
LOG HOME DEALER
SHIP' Unlimited earning
potential, Part/Full-time
Leads/training Models
from $14,904 Brentwood
Log Homes 427 River
Rock Blvd Murfreesboro.
TN 37129 800 264-LOGS
(5647)
110
instnictke

'

P:i11.1

COI Ii r,i
(lair:flail!, •

lane ettatiz
(

¶Ilanci StudLo

and Gymnastics
To Register

Call 753-0605
1,10
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece orcollections Call 753-94:33
after 51xn
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

HELP wanted Part time WILDLIFE/ FRONT end loader for a
cashier Must be clean & CONSERVATION JOBS Ford 2000 tractor and good
neat No experience nee- Game wardens, security, used carpeting 753-4109
cesary Apply at Pioneer maintenance, etc No exp
Convenience Mart, 618 S necessary Now hiring For GOOD used canoe
info
call 345-2659
4th or Hwy 94, Lynn Grove. more
219-794-0010 ext 7159.
JUNK ax- conditioners, will
IMMEDIATE HIRING VIC- Sam-8pm, 7 days
pick up 436-2904
TORY EXPRESS (Dayton
area), hiring inexperienced
070
OLD stamp collections,
applicants for OTR drivers
Domestic
trading cards, coins Call
Out tuition free training will
Chddcare
753-3103
have you earning in one
CERTIFIED
nurse's
aide
month 1 800-543 5033 for
STANDING timber, lop dolwill do home health care lar paid 753-9808
information
and/or house cleaning
WE BUY MORTGAGES
INSURANCE position Part 436-5792
and Trust Deeds Did you
Must
meet
time secretary
CLEANING house is my sell property? Receiving
public well and have good business Reliable and ex- payments? Why wan' Fast
skills in typing accounting perienced, references Call CASH NOW' Any sizeand filing PO Box 596, Linda 759-9553
Nationwide Great prices
Murray, Ky 42071
Call 1 -800-659-CASH
NURSE will sit with elderly
IWX IS HIRING' Receiving Monday thru Fnday during (2274)
new equipment and hiring the day 354-9232
Iss
professional team drivers
Articles
1st average $800, 2nd WILL do home health perFor Sale
$700 per round Benefit sonal care Nights only
Package, Time At Home Call after 6pm or leave
19' SONY color Iv, portmessage 753-4590
Call 800-453-0256
able, excellent condition,
LICENSED LIFE &
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED-Quality products,
high commissions with advance before issue, lead
system, and benefits.(Must
qualify for advances & benCall:
efits)
1-800-252-2581.

$250. 489-2442

JOHN Deere riding mower,
Shp. 30 cut excellent condition, $850 obo Call
759-9311 err 6pm
JUST Amvedi New shipment of 16' & 16 5' Bern
light truck Wes All tread
panwns Mite plus tax
Mounted, balanced & put
on Warehouse Tire, 400
Industrial Rd 753-1111

11111

ALWAYS AND FOREVER
1976 14x70 BILTMORE
Besualui chapel in Smoky
Mouritains-Gatlinburg $8000 382-2892
Weddings simple to MOBILE Home Loans, rnoelegant-Photographs bile home finanang 1976
Flowers, Videos, Lodging. and newer from Green Tree
Limo & Ordained Minister finanoal, competitive rates,
No blood tests No waiting fast, friendly servios Call
1800-242-7115
for an application today!
BAHAMA CRUISE 6 1-800-221-8204

days-5 nights $289 per
260
couple Due to corporate
Moak
cancellations, open to the
JUST armed, Shipment cd
Norms For Rest
XP2000 General W L 1st public (412) 439-5127 est
2 MOBILE homes near
line Wes al a low. low price (844)
175- 70 13 $45 Ware- FOP lakes, ponds, roads & Almo 5 minutes from Murhouse Tire 400 Industrial streets We have dozer, ray $210 or $225/mo Call
Murray, Ky
Road
grader, dirt mover & also 759 4507
753 1111
bush hogging Any size SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
LIKE new cash register for pbs Free estimates Call electric or gas Walking dissale, several slept keys, Ted Edwards or Charles tance to college 753 5209
Smotherman 436-51328 or
$350 753-1861
753-9822
290
METAL for term & commerHealing
cial buildings Galvanized, GATLINBURG SumAnd Cooing
GaNalume and painted xi mit Breathtalung mountainII 1 and 82 grade Choice of top views fireplace bal- NEW condition 7'4 ton
10 colors Call 489-2722 or cony kitchen clubhouse Trans heat & air unit Will
pool iscuzzis Individual accept bids 753 1300, al489-2724 for prices
units rented by Schimgen ter 7pm 489-2116
POST Frame Buildings Enterprises 15% off Au
Size 24)14049 Eave Price gust 23 September 2nd
WINDOW a/c repair Free
$4880 plus freight Other Free
estimates 4D6.2904
Brouchure
sizes available Blitz Bud- 1-8002424853. (205)
der' 1-800-628-1324
988 5139
SANYO 4 head VCR. HO. KENLAKE Stale Parks Hot
remote, barely used, $200 August Blues Festival
obo 492-8446
Sunday. August 29 Ticket
STEEL BUILDINGS from information 800-325-0143
HERTIAGE, delivered to MYRTLE BEACH REyour lobed* ready to bolt SORT
VACATION
together 5000 sizes Build RENTALS Fully furnished
it yourself and SAVE Call condos Pools tennis and
with your building size more Golf packages,
1800-643 5555
winter rentals available
STEEL building 50x90117 Fall rates from 5327/week
quonset style open ends FREE BROdHURE
Was $13585 will sell for 1-800-448 5653
$8549 Never erected One PANAMA CITY BEACH
year warranty remaining Gulf-front, condos Fully
1 800-292 0111
equipped vacation rental
USED student desks $30 Thomas Drive Ea 1BR
Cash & carry Twin Lake 2BR, 3BR DailyVieelay
Office Products 753-0123 Reduced rates after 8,13
Beachside One Realty
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 1 800654 6052
New Commercial Home
Units From $199 Lamps TENNESSEE NOUN Lotions—Accessories TA INS&
Monthly payments low as WEDDINGS Romantic
$te Call Today FREE candlelight service by or
NEW Color CataloS dainod minister Great
location near Dolfywood,
1-800-462-9197
Gatlinburg and everything
ISO
in the Smokes No blood
Homo
test or waiting period'
FumIsNrais
1 soa 729 4365
3PC living room suite, portWEDDINGS OLD—
able dishwasher 2 console
FASHIONED Candlelight
TVs. GE clothes dryer
ceremonies, outdoor wed436-2463
dings Mountain Chapel
COUCHES. chairs, lamps, overlooking river, nary Gat
other household articles linburg Everything proReasonable pnces 4 used vided Accommodations
wooded garage doors. Romantic Carriage Ride
$10/ea 753-6620' after Reasonable prices Charge
accepted
6pm
Cards
Heartland/
DINING room table with 1 800 448 VOWS (8697)
leaf and six chaos, $295
753-6427
MICROWAVE, refrigerator,
couch, rocker, tv stand,
shetves 753-0764
K T I and Associates otter
irig a full lone of investigative
QUEEN size bed and
services Bel Air Center
matching armoire solid
753-3868 or 436 6099
wood, like new Message
753-2488
QUEEN sized 8 drawer,
mirrored head board,
waterbed 753 0353

LARGE wooden entertain
SOFA, chair, coffee table merit cabinet, like new, very
and 2 end tables, good sturdy 753 5149
condition $400 obo Will
separate 753-4798
270
Mobilo
WALNUT stained coffee
Home For Sae
table with two end tables

EtOGARD trucking and excavating, tric We haul top
soil, gravel, fill din, white
rock, rip rap, 759-1828

Classified

A

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Once Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
310

Pubis
sale

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information

MOVING SALE

PUBLIC AUCTION

FARRIS AUCTION CO.

— -

305 S.

370
Livestock
Supplies
HORSE trailer. 1811 fully
enclosed, goose neck with
sleeper, 1983 model pulls
good, $2400 435-4400 al
ter 6 30pon
REGISTERED miniature
stud horse. 2yrs old. $500
436 5508

AKC Cocker Spaniel
pies. 6 weeks old.
6rnos. housebroken,
color, lovable, good
kids 345-2659

pup
1 at
ours
with

FARM house in country
2br Must have good heat
source No more than
$300 Have pets and infant
Call 436 2048

AKC Pugs. 6wks, 2 black
females, 1 lawn male,
shots.
wormed
502 328 8098

Apartments
For Rent

Dog Grooming
All Breeds All Sizes
Southside Shopping Ctr

HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

SHIH-TZU puppies, 6 wks
, 2 3BR apts. furnished. old. AKC registered, show
very nice, some with dog pedigree great pet
washer & dryer, near MSU $200 759 4100
No pots Also room for rent
753-1252 days 753-0606
after 5pm
I OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

FURNISHED efficiency apt
also sleeping room No
pets Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th St
753 6609
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Aeon)
/ HilIdaIe Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502 437 4113

NEAR MSU kitchen living
room privileges Utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

2BR 1 bath, nice brick
house with carport & ap
pliances No pets Lease
deposit & references required
$375'mo
7517210 -

ATTENTION
RENTERS!!
Paying $350 or more
Want to own?
(502) 753-5561

Friday
p.m.-10 p.m.
Only!
Saturday
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Only!
House of furniture
other mtsc household
iterrui, clothes, books.
glassware,
dishes.
plants

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7 a.m.-?
114 Emu* 732, past Imes
marker, turn right on
Boatwright Rd. 1 4 rri
Lrving room sw dising
ream ale, fishing eiluip
tools, garage door opener
stereo. ruck odbox 10S01
household Isms, all sze
of clothes tots or gooc
cheap Junk

MOVING
SALE

Yard
Sale
121 South
Lynwood Estates
Frt., Aug. 13
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
athletic
Clothes,
shoes, scboartem s
more

Aug. 13 & 14
Fri. & Sat.
121 South
Lynwood Estates
See Signs

Moving
Sale

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

•

EFFICIENCY*,4175/mo
plus deposit Near unroof
say, appliances references
753-4181
needed
489 2181

Yard Sale

5th

Now Open

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

320

Pallas
Sale

8 a.m.-4 p.m.

759-1768

Want
To Rent

759-1206

1981 14)(65 MASCOT
completely set up 3br. 2
bath, central ail, gas heat,
siding shingle roof city waALTERATIONS and re
ter, cable Can be moved or
pairs. Rental gowns & tuxerent 2 acre lot North of
dos. Ruth's See and Sew, CHILDREN'S play house, 1985 INTERNATIONAL Murray $11,000 Call
Semi 400 Cummins,
Country Square, 1608 N. 8'x8'. $250 753-2417
$15,500 1983 Ford F 600 753-7684
121, Murray, 753-6981
FEDDE RS 6000 btu room diesel with feed bulk body.
1988 1680 MOBILE
LOCAL established busi- HIRE ME Don't miss this air conditioner, excellent
$7500 1979 Ford F 600 home 2br. 2 bath central
ness needs plumber with 3 opportunity to hire a hard condition Call 753-4935
with feed bulk body, $1500 h/a Sell for pay off
years or more experience
working, loyal employee,
1976 Ford F-500 with ma 759 4065
Full time employment and Recent college graduate, FISHER Papa Bear wood
stove, like new with acces-- lasses tank & pump,$1500
hinge benefits Send re- BS, BUS, ADMIN Position.
1986 Ford F-700 with van 1990 1452 CLAYTON 2tx
sores & some pipe, $400
sume to PC'Box10400. location and salary negotibody, $7500 2 Ion grain central h/a, very good con753-2417
Murray, KY 42071
435-4550,
able Ready to start making
truck with hoists, $850 dition
LOOKING for a responsible a contribution. Call GAS stove, excellent con- Cann be seen at the old 435-4186
dition. $250, dresser with Maysweet Feed Mill Call
adult to care for a 14 yr old 901-885-0602.
CLOSE-out on all 1993
Feeds models New 1994's we
girl in our home M-W-F SEWING sobs wanted, in- hutch mirror, $100, weight Buckman
bench,
$50,
2-matching
1-800-965-3333
7 15am-11 30am & T-Th cluding formal wear
arriving', Al of our new
twin headboards, frames &
8arn-12 45pm Must have 3 753-1061
homes are quality built,
boxsprings, $50, twin bed
references If interested
210
energy efficient See the
complete. $30. 101 Dalrnacall 492-8317
housing leader. Dinkins
bon twin comforter set.$50
Firewood
Mobile Homes Inc. Hwy
NEED babysater, my home
489-2423
TN
Paris
79E,
or yours Approx 3days per
A FIREWOOD for sale
HAY baler & apples
1 -800-642-4891
week Hazel, New Provi437-4667
$2/bushel Call 753-2327
dence area 492-8614
CUMMINGS Meier Poles
Specializing in mobile
220
home electric services 200
amp 4375 100 amp $325
lAusits1
435-4027
ANTIQUE upright piano. HOT Summer Sizzling
good condition 753-5297 Sale Volunteer Homes,
Saturday, August 14, 1993 - 10 a.m.
day or night
Inc 'Home of the UnbeatRAIN OR SHINE
BALDWIN Baby Grand able Deal" *295 1985 2br
FARRIS AUCTION HOUSE
piano, black satin Baldwin only $500 down. $156 per
Location: Tri-City, KY. Intersection KY Hwy*. 94 & 97
Theater console organ, full month 0235 1470 only
Partial Listing Several pieces of solid wood and upholstered
peddle, 2 tier keyboard. $9995 *275 16x80 30r,
furniture, Many nice lamps and Antiques. Collectible decanters
walnut finish A-1 condition 10% down, extra neat.
including Beam. Gamer and others, Avon Collector Steins, Old
$175 per month *291 Nice
753-3588
Fisher Price Toys, Pool Table. Foosball Table, Bar Stools,
2br. only $4995 *299
Maytag
Ringer
Antique
FAMLEE
Bread
Sign,
Rare
PIANO
Bookcase.
Lessons, Lynn Repo, 14x80 3br. only $500
Washer, Antique Fancy Brass National Cash Register w/Double
Grove 435-4573
down, $189 per month
Oak Drawers. Bedroom Suite, German Cuckoo Clocks. Old Toy
*294 Big 28x70 doublewPIANO
tuning
John
Wheelbarrow, Electric Range, Hotpoint Refrigerator, 110 Window
ode, only $26,995, 10%
Gottsdnak, 753-9600
Air Conditioner, Whirlpool Clothes Dryer, Quilts, Black Americana,
down and 4275 Per month
Griswold Ironware, Yard Kettle, Vacuum. Rocking Chair. Corner
11,683 New 3lx. 2 bath.
Table. Rare and Collectible Coins, Glassware, Doll Bed and Doll
shingle roof & vinyl siding.
Clothes,Study Desk,Church Podium. Musical Instruments, Books.
$15,995. 10% down and
Tins, Folding Chairs, Camping Tent, Hand Tools, Sofas, Dinette
$165 per month We Want
Sets, Coffee Table, End Tables, The Zeta Chi Chapter of the Tau
A Beautiful Wedding in Gal- Your Business' Highway
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity Annual Photos in Large Frames, Original
briburg's First and Original 79 East, Pans, Tennessee
Charter. Novelty Items Such As Beer Signs, Haunted House Coffin
Chapels (Since 1900) No 38242
and Party Items, Farm Equipment - 8 End Ford Tractor vs/Family of
Ism, No Waiting-PhotosEquipment to Include a 5' Grader Blade and 6'w20' Double Axle
HOME REPOS
Flow•rs-Music- MOBILE
Singles/
Trailer
Honeymoon Suites (Fire- FOR SALE
places, Haart-shapscl Ja. doubles Financing avail
cuzZis) Christian able Clean late model
W. Dam Ferri, • Auctioneer
Ceremony-Rev Ed Taylor homes Green Tree Finan
Corp/Kentucky,
Richard Pardo - Apprentice Auctioneer
Cell
24
Hours clot
P.O. Ilex 145
Hazel, KY
(802)491-8718
or
101-223-1010
14100348-2779
1100221 11204
Position
Wanted

For Real
* Wei;

1601161111Sea
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CANNING tomatoes
$113,bushel purple hull
peas & peppers 753 8848
before 8pm
TOMA TOE Si Tomatoes'
Jet Stars Romas Lemon
Boys & German 30 cents/
lb, $9 50/bushel Waterrne
Ions. cantaloupes & pop
pers. tool 121 North at
Graves Calloway Line Rd
TREE ripe yellow Free
Stone peaches Improved
Elberta now Crest haven
on 8'13 $14/bushel Take
94W out of Murray go
through Tri City 1
miles
turn-right on Hwy 83 go 1',
miles Watch for peaches
signs Hoyt F Adams
382 2360

YARD
SALE

404 S. 9th St.

1608 Sunset

Fri. & Sat.
8:30 - ?

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m,

Yard
Sale
Rebind Hetet

Yard Sale
Friday

Baptist Church, 3rd
Street. house
• number 101
Fri.. Aug. 13
7:30 - 2:30

8 - 12
1000

summer &
quell
brood ricaine clothes. girl•
Silt 2T 47. boy• clotlise 4
7,hist, Cr1.clothe", &looms,.
for women as1.1). titUs Lytle
cer & gem pump,Floher Prico
tope, John Deere F. phoolor
for boys. Mew choir, house
iwild 'tern s, IS, corn pressor

373 47 ACRES, 108
TRACTS ABSOLUTE auction September 4. lOarn
CST Rough' River Lake
area Call BF Harried. Auc
tioneer 1 800 272-6223
Century 21 Joe Guy
Hagan

S.

16th

'Solid Oak" king
waterbed
size
drawer
with
pedestal, other
hoysehold rnisc

410
Real
Estate
10 COUNTRY acres, ma
ture trees, hills. Buchanan
TN, $7500 901 232 8661

COPELAND'S
ORCHARD
_ Mayfield
Now Picking Red Bairn
Peaches, Apples
623-K112

New 2 story.
br . 2'7r bath home on quiet
street in good neighborhood Over 2,000 sq ft
under roof, all new appliances $97.500
Call 753-8823 offer 4 p m tor app? - Only
serious inquirers please

.1)fj2J_J
t 111i
1 _I IJ iT17
FARM EQUIPMENT & MISC. ITEMS

Saturday, August 14, 1993 -- 10 a.m.
at the home of Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Lane
From Murray, KY take,641 South to Hazel. KY. take iiwy 893 West 10
Crossland Follow Stoteline Rood post Lassiter Cemetery.turn left Watch
for auction signs
6000 Ford Diesel Fender Tractor, 12 Wheel DISC.16 Tandurn Axie Fiat BurriPet
Gas Tonics on Storwl 1 Bottom Plow. 10 Gallon Milk Can.5 Gorton Mak Con,50 Golan
‘
Drums. Air Compressor
Wheel Borrow. Electric Line Trimmer, Shovels. Picks & Can
Hooks. Nutt6 Bolts, PVC Plpos. 1-200 Gotten Me Tank Strainer, Milker Polk, Vacuum
Pump, PVC Vacuum Line, SE123;hions for Milk Born. Feeders for Stounchions. ea*:
roils. Electric Motors. New x 127-2 and 14-2With Ground. %Max ei*Wtre. Ford"
Jubilee Tractor. 4 Rotary Cutter. Pull•Disc, Boom Pole.Single Plow.2-Pow Planter. 3Point Grader Blade,Hydraulic Cilinder.Sears Riding Mower.Push Mower.Ceiling F an.
Cycle Mower.Electric Hand Sow.Camper Topfor Small Pickup. Tool Box & Tools.Hand
a Gorden Tools. Pallet of New Brick, Metal Roofing, 15 820 Beorrs Pipe vise. milk
Bottles, Krure Collections, Guitar, Blue Fruit Jon
Other items not kited Auction- held rain or shone Not responsible for accidents
Lunch available
For More Information & Your Auction Needs — Phone(502)435-4144

DAN MILLER - DARRELL BEANE, Auctioneers
2BR. single bath, stove,
refrigerator, water furnished, vial hookup, large
deck, nice quiet neighborhood, $275/mo, deposit required. 753.4959.
2BR with garage, large
backyard, new siding, new
roof $350/mo $350 deposit Carl 753-9765 or
753-4141 ask for Paul
3BR, 2'4 bath formal LR,
DR. den and deck in Gatesborough $850tmo lease
arid deposit required No
pets Available Sept 1 Call
Brenda Skyes 753 8251
FOR Sale or Rent 3br 2
lots with attached garage
basement 753-6392

RENT TO OWN
3 Br New House
Inside City

(502) 753-5561

01251 Fkm 2333

TERRY PASCHALL - KY Auctioneer
'My Service Doom? Cost, If Puy+

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Aug. 14th at 2 p.m.
From Murray, KY take 121 throughColdwater to Bendefield Subdivision
From Mayfield, take 121 South just past Graves County line. Watch for
auction signs. Mrs. Louise Brooks has sold her large house and is
moving into a smaller one. This is a super clean auction
Like new beauiilul Irving room suite with chair recliner . other nice odd chairs, line dining
room suite-4 chairs, super. nice 3 pc bedroom suite with double mirror, dresser &
bachelor chest, nice round kora curio cabinet. race pictures & frames, lots of Horne
Inferior awns.wicker stool, wicker shelf , metal shell, nice patio table& chairs, molar love
seat glsder, other nice yard chairs & lounges, nice dean throw rugs. ceiling Ian.
microwave, pots & pans small kitchen appliances, nice how Ire* ref . tea set, eel of
stoneware dishes, other good glasses. Ceet iron wear. $1 kerosene lamp. in kerosene
lamp with wood holder brass items, amber pieces hanging lamp nice table lamps
brass- ooking flower hoiden German beer steins sewing awns nice lamp table.
magazine rack wood coal rack black & white T V . bedspread curtains or drapes,
leather pillows duel busier, live plants, concrete sower pots. Elect adding machine
freezer boxes, kw,iers, rend sew, step ladder Many Ohm items nor haled Axton
hold rain or shine Not responsible be acadenei Refreshments available
For more information a your Auction IIHdS - Mono 435-4144

360

For Rom
Or Loam
CREEKVIEW SO storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

DAN MILLER - DARRELL BEANE - TERRY PASCHAL
Alictioneel%
1, I

1., Y 51.4

I

•

V

• • ; -.741
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•

Seem
Weed

YARD SALE
1621 Locust 9.
Fri & S.

8 a.m. - ???
ONIPailp. no work dice()

Baseball cards.
exercise equipment,
toys,
hOusehold
items, clothing.
lots more!!

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement
put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916
3 Family
Yard Sale

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
..)n Flint Church Pd.
Ii mile soon of Flint
Church From Murfoy take 641 North to
Hwy 464 Follow
signs

7 - ??

Something

for
everyone'!

94E to Elm Grove 4th
House on right off Hale
Rd.
Fri. I Sat.
Aug. 13 & 14
9 a_nt-5 p.m.
Lots of etothes or everybody • infant thru women's plus, tools, furniture, lawn movers, bike
& charism/ parts

YARD
SALE

3 Party
Yard Sale

1500 Belmont
Fnday 8 am -5 pm
Saturday II a.m.-2 pin.

2108 Edinborough
Friday 13th
7:30 - 77

Gun
cabinet
3
drawer dresser. quilt
rock. at szeta viomen s, men's & lots of
baby clothes Something for Everyone!

Furniture, exercise
equipment,
appliances, clothing,
riding mower, baby
items, odds-n-ends.

5 Family:
Yard Sale
Hwy 94 West to
state line - Dukedom

Fri. & Sat.
7 - Noon
Old &new furniture.
glass & ceramic,
jewelry. many old
pieces, lots more!!

3 Family
Yard Sale
Murray-94 E to
280. 7 rni from 76 Station to Ponararro
Shores Look for signs!
From

Thurs. & Ri.
10 ci.m. - 5 p.m.
Men.women &children
name brood clothing.
furniture. sewing machine. movie corner°.
children toys

GIGANTIC
Yard Sale
121 N. to Stela. Tun
right on Hwy.'299. 22
in. Turn righton EzellAct
First haute on left

Fa. & Sot.
sa. urea all Sams
ore soka
Antiques, old tank.
featherbed. glassware.
Nintendo tapes, name
brand clothes. Home
Interior. high choir, and
much. much more!

Moving
Sale
1 mile off 119
at Cypress Bay
Sign on Cherry
Islarrd Road
Fri. & Sat.
901-232-8531
John Deere 318
mower, power steering 52- cut, E-Z vac
25 bu metal bin leaf
vacuum with 5 h.p.
Briggs & Stratton
motor, 17ft. V type
bass tracker with 70
h.p. Johnson Motor,
depth finder, trolland
motor
ing
trailer all like new,
chain saw (Homelita Super XL 20cut), leaf blower
(Homelite HB 100),
weed eater (Homeht. ST 155 15- cut,4
racks of good dry
firewood,shop table
with grinder and
anvil, ffx16' metal
building
storage
with shelves and
windows. Sears ferdistributor
tilize
150 lb bin, lots of
to
items
mime
numerous
to
mention.

Unique
Yard Sale
400 S. 4th St.
(S. 4th & Elm)
Fri., Aug. 13
8 a.m. -?
No early bird.!
Guatemalean clothes. art
from Indus. Mahout...v.boys
clothes sass 54. wear s
dethea ass 13-14. lays. *du
catienal basks. mime

QUAIL Run, new subdivision locoed(2)miss south
of Murray No My tams. but
has sewer. water cable.
pawed stream arid underground electrsoty Prides
range from $9900 to
$16,000 Call Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for Pet
and restrictions Signs not
on al loft PALS/ 5020

Fri. & Sot.
7 o.m.
No &coy solos. pigoomi
Stow. oomen, deal
bicycle. cionsnti-rrepri 1.
%romans(rn to plia). ens
CO-2T).frohliffdly(14to pis),
000ts. shoot bob., Ilona,
sots of glows
Slonoof
fiberglass h200of lots of

mac. scerwerino riw cm -

young a ado

Yard Sale
641 to 1824 follow to
Candlelit.
Estate
make a right go to
end make a right
first dirt road on left
Fri. & Sat
8 am-5 p.m.
Books, clothes, video
games,
electronic,
desks, refrig., miaowave, plus much more

Yard Sale
Old Murray Paris
Road off 121 or corner of Green Plains
Church Road
August 14
7:00 Tractor, refrigerator,
sewing machine, lot
Of items

430

ROBERTS Realty Celloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For al your real
estate needs cad them today at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

KENTUCKY LAKE LOT
BARGAIN!
2 7
ACRES-179 64444o Envoy
access to pristine Lake
Barkley from tia beauthaly
wooded paroe4 Build your
vacation retirement home
now+ Call developer/owner
100-858-1323 Woodland
Acres Price 17900 $1600
down. bal fin 10 yrs at
895% ARM
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers among to purchase
homessl price ranges ff
you we thinking of soling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or slop
by office at 711 Men St

Classified

1983 YAMAHA IT 175,
$400 obo Call 753-2252

1975 HOUDAY Rambler,
30ft. good condition Call
alter 5prn 474-8808
1985 SPARTAN 32ft Ideal
for kW time iv or college
student 759.4414

WEDEL LAND
IMPROVEMENT
- I
k
Consbucilon tot
• &odor Houle Pods

1989 24' WINNEBAGO
LSO Sham motor home,
13,XXX miles, 4 cyl. auto.
front wd 122.000
436-2593

• FYI Pores
• lerrooes
• Drainage
• kiting 9Ie Prestookm
lam esierrier baccio4Y

BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions
(no mobile homes) Some
wooded, Southwest School
District, natural gas city
water. cablevision 3 3
miles from city krniis Financing available Lots as
low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566
BY owner Beautiful
wooded lot, almost one
acre. Fairview Acres, four
miles East Old Salem
Road Call 753-4423 after
7pm
IN Gatesborough
90+x220 Cal 753-9662,
753-7249

UP to 225 acres at Coldwater 753-1300 after 7pm
489-2116

Homes
For Sale
3-4BR, 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools, great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen. newly decorated, all appliances included, neatly landscaped,
freshly painted exterior. 2
car garage, $87,900 Cal
for appointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

3BR. 2 bath brick, 1380sq
ft, 3yrs old, $72,000 Phone
for appointment 753-3293
BRICK home, central h/a,
gas kne, city water, 2br, 1
bath, hardwood floors, double carport, large barn, appliances. refrigerator negotiable. $40's 492 8892
FRESH on the Market
Quality lake home nestled
in private wooded area
Home features spacious
Irving with large den or
game room Boat launch
access available Pnced wi
the 550's Professional
Real Estate 759-1591

$20
Boats
& Moon

MARTIN Heights ranch
brick home available 30r, 2
bath, open family, dining/
kitchen area, front porch.
patio. 2 car garage. landscaped 759-1604
NEARING Completion
3br. 2 bath home with double garage, cathedral ceilings. ceiling fans, curved
windows bay window in
dining, brick patio and
more Appox 2000sq It
under roctf 2102 Carol
Drive (Preston Heights
Subdivision) Offered by
builder 759-4586

Buy
Cheaper
than Rent
(502) 753-5561

BOB'S Plumbing Raper
Service Al vita
teed
438-5832"-

1989 Bronco II 4x4, V-6, Fl,
auto air, pis, pfb, stereo,
new tires white on blue
like new $5650 Phone
502875-4050 (dealer)
1989 DODGE Dakota, 39
litre. V6, long bed. 5sp
manual w/OD, p/b, p/s. air
am/fm stereo Call
753-9624
1990 NISSAN 4 wheel
drive. white &burgundy interior, 5sp. air, an/fm cassette, chrome package.
9.3.XXX miles $6500 form
436-2299. 436-5051
DAKOTA. 1992.22K miles,
V6, 5sp, bed liner, $9100
Camaro Z 28 (HO) 1984,
silver. 83K miles, one
owner, mint. $5700 obo
901-247-5567

LAWN mowing service. kv
steed Coleman %node
phone 759-4564
LAWN mowing Free estimates Cal Johnson Lanscapng 436-2969

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
Sitver root coating
White roof coating
Everlock vinyl
underpinning_
:4x70 -2F hgh average. $365
K RI* Jnderpereng

Doors, Windows, Metal
Siring, Floor Repair
Miller

AN

Corichoning

Phone 5024924438
Hwy. 64t
* N. Hazel *

LICENSED or Memo and
gas 753-7203

753.1154 t

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247
CARPORTS for owe and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent proembon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hi 759-4664

MILITARY RetireeCharnpus supplement ml
pay 25% allowed. plus
100%--411_ an_ excess
dunes For brochure cal
1-800-627-2824 ext 259
MR Chimney, Chimney
cleaner 492-8723

HAVE you had Breast Implant surgery? Cal Flora
Stuart. attorney. for free
legal
advice,
502 - 78 2 - 974 1 ,
1-800-732-3178. No tee
unless you win. This is an
advertisement
JAMES Duncan & Son
Building Contractors Experienced builders of
houses, garages & storage
buildings For al your building & remodeling needs
Cal 474-2318 or 474-8267

LEES CARPET ct.est4= 'ING Carpets. furniture
Free estimates 753-5827

CUIBT0414 KITCHFII CAMNIET11
CUSTOS. W00011104110140

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

I

• Drop by and see our showroom
ice Suseuev MURRAY (Ilaheal Low/ SAW)

I

753 SW

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

PAINTING. remodeling, intenor. exterior Building
decks. Menem. driveway
NEWS 474-8856
PAINTING, exterior. martor Call Charlie Rains
753-5754
PLUMBING repermen with
same day service Cal
436-5255
P & S Trudung Hauling
Gravel, sand, dirt We build
driveways Al types landscaping Residential or
business Mayfekl, KY

502-345-2507.

MULCH, peck up loads
Murray 4365560,

S & W Construction, Hazel.
KY New homes, addeons,

Too
days
Toi
On

vinyl siding, replacement
wirebws, rooting and par
ages Cal 492-8873 Jim
Wdiarns 492-8238 Lee
Sane
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THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate available
750-4690
TIM'S Repair Service offering same day service on WI
lawn & garden equipment
kerosene healers, automobile minor repairs WU repairs at your home 15
years experience
753-5299
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR

RICK'S Rotting Al typos Wood VCR Service
Center,
Of tads and stivesirjsr- cleaning- - servicing
$15,
don nudisd end tubber most repairs $35
Free mbfor mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559

MUFFLERS, brakes. ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roohng.
shocks, oil, filter, tube
Guarantied Ron Green, painting, plumbing, conFt&G Exhaust 514 S 12th crete Free estimates Cal
474-2307
St 753-8068

SHEETROCK finishing,
CARROLL'S' Garden til- textured ceilings Larry
ing, grader blade work Chnsman 492-8742
bushhogging lots Phone
Gerald Carroll (502)
492-8622

1965 CHEVROLET BisC & 0 HOME Repays
cayne, 32,600 actual miles'
753-9669
Al
141
all
around
mowing
6cyl. 4dr Near mint condition Drive anywhere Pee trimming & light haul- CHIM Chlm Chimney
ing Call 436-2528 ask for Sweeps has 10% senior
$1700 obo 753-6726
Mark
citizen discounts We sell
1970 AMC Rebel, runs
chimney caps and screens
Al.
AL'S
hauling.
yard
good 489-2423
work, tree removal. mow- 435-4191
1977 CHRYSLER Cor- ing Free estimates COUNTERTOPS, custom
doba 759-1017 after 6pm
759-1683
Homes trailers, offices
1977 FORD Courser Good Al TREE Service Stump Wulff's. Recovery, Murray
mechanical condition $600 removal and spraying Free 436-5560
or best offer Phone estimates 753-0906 after CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
502-227-2760
5prn. 759-9816, 753-0496 and Cooling Service Com1977 OLDS Delta 88,5600 AIR Conditioning-Ron Had plete installation and ser492-8595'
Heating. Cooling & Electric, vice Call Gary at
Inc Service, sales and in- 759-4754
1982 Z28, $2500 Call
stallation (502) 435-4699, CUSTOM bulldozing and
492-8875
435-4327
backhoe work, septic sys1983 FORD Fairmont, 4dr. ALPHA Builders Careen tems, 354-8161 atter 4pm
excellent condition. $1450 try, remodeling, porches, DRYWALL, finishing,
reAfter 6pm 753-4552
roofing, concrete, drive- pairs additions and blow1987 PONTIAC 6000.4 cyl, ways. painting mainte- ing ceilings 753-4761
arc, auto, blue on blue, nance, etc Free estimates
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
excellent car, $2750 489-2303
Heating, Cooling 8 Electnc,
Phone Frankfort (502) ANTIQUE refinishing, furInc Service, sales and in875-1844 after 6pm
niture repair & custom stallation (502) 435-4699.
435-4327
1988 FORD Taurus GL, woodworking 753-8056
very good condition. V6. APPLIANCE REPAIRS
EXPERIENCED drywall
au, amitrn, new tires, serv- Factory trained by 3 MatOf
finishing, new construction,
iced regularty 436-6099
manufacturers All work additions blown ceilings
1988 HONDA Accord LX I, and parts warranted Ask 436-2060
for Andy at The Appliance
69.XXX miles, loaded
FOR all your fencing
Works. 753-2455
753-2916
needs Best prices in town
CAR Stereo Installation APPLIANCE SERVICE
753-9270
753-0113. Sunset Boule- Kenmore. Westinghouse,
vard Music. Murray's Al- Whirlpool 30. years ex- GENERAL Repair plumbBOBBY ing, roofing, tree work.
pine Car Audio Specialist. perience
436-2642
Dixieland Center, 1 block HOPPER, 436-5848
from MSU dorms
GERALD WALTERS.
BACKHOE SERVICE
WHY ship your car stereo BRENT AU.EN septic tank Roofing. vinyl siding. paintfor repair? Berry can fix it at installation repair replace- ing. Free estimates. 18
years experience Local re',I price in 1 day World of ment 759-1515
ferences 436-2701
Sound, 222 So 12th
753-5865
HANDYMAN will do plumb* Four Star * ing,
electrical, carpentry
and general repair
Mobile Home
753-0596
Parts & Service

1988 FOF1,0 F250 pickup,
V-8, Fl,.atuo. pis. IA.dual
tanks, radio, white wiblue
interior. Clean arid runs
great $4850 Phone
502-875-4050 (dealer)

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY wieeng doors &
frames Mat itioodgram tarmacs, al colors Free esemates Wulfrs Recovery
Wray. 4385580

1975 STUEY 161t bass
boat. Seim mount & new BACKHDE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, driveinterior, no motar, trader
ways. hauling, foundations.
$1000 436-2593
etc 750-4664

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, deanery out sheds. MCC & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

1987 CHEVROLET S10
white, extended cab, air.
auto. ptb, pls. $6500 Call
753-7363 after 5pm

K B ASSOCIATES Gen- 000 lobs. minor repairs
eral construction, remodel- References evadable Free
ing. garages. dude, pales. estimates Call Reid
enamor mm 753-0834
758-9689.

CALL TODAY for bid!
Lynn Wertiel
345 2057

1991 GRUMAN 2011 pon1989 HONDA VTR 260 toon boat DF TM 401ep
Sport bike, low mileage. Evonrude motor 8
WHOLESALE ACREAGE sharp 753-57T6.
-$6500 436-2593
with lake access to crystal
clean Horns Lake in North- 1989 YAMAHA VMAX, 21FT camper fully coneast Tennessee' 5 AGMS 6XXX miles. excellent con- tained, nice $2500 Days
753-1861
dition 753-3343
ONLY $3900 Wooded
Prayed rd Mountain view
1990 YZ 90. new Ores, new 4 UKE New BF Goodrich
Guaranteed buildable Ex- sprockets,
very quick, 1600 tires 87813ST, 4 ply on 5
cellent Financing WON'T obo 436-5642
lug galvanized boat trailer
LAST! CALL NOW' Norris
wheels 190 each in OverShores, 7 days. DISCOUNT parts, depend- tons Magazine Will ai ad
800 488 4883 File able service for al brands 4 for 1180 Phone
MOTORCYCLE PARTS & 502-227-8015
*0-07019-48- 166C
SERVICE, north of Murray
on Cotes Campground Rd
$30
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm,
Services
Sat 10am-3pm
Offered

Reel
Estate
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME
NOW'No downpayment on
Miles material, below
market construction I h
nanang Cali Mons Homes
today, ¶800-3432884 art
1

(502) 753-5561

NICE 3tir home, kill basement in a super locabon
4Anutes frorn town Home
RE/MAX Properties Ltd a vinyl sided & has gas
Peron.
Bob
Paul Dailey heat Priced in the $30's
Bel -Air
Center
Professional Real Estate
502 - 753 -SOLD, 7591591
1-800-369.5780

3 Party
Yard Sale

10 rrs from railroad out
94 East Watch for sign
on right

New 3 Br, 2 Baths,
dishwasher, disposal.
central HVAC, gm
heat. under $80.000
Wit Trade

bees.
011eed

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484

mates Route 1. Almo
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon Fn ,

753-0530
WINDOW I door repair
Repair, re-samn, re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt service

GERMAN Shepherd &
black lab puppies mixed
753-6464

CONTRACT BRIDGE
••••

Score One for the Defense
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
South dealer.
a low heart and a low diamond. What
North-South vulnerable.
should West play next?
NORTH
Actually,there is only one correct
•754
play now - another club! This al•A K Q
lows East to trump with the jack,
• AJ102
which in turn causes South to lose a
•9 7 4
trump trick and go down one.
WEST
EAST
Not many players would continue
* 106 2
•J3
with a club at trick four. Such a play
•86
•J 9 7 5 2
runs counter to standard procedure,
•Q 4
•98 76 3
which holds that one should avoid
•AKQ1053
•8
giving declarer a ruff and discard.
SOUTH
But this generally wise rule has its
*AKQ98
exceptions,just as any other general
•1043
rule has its exceptions.
•K5
A player should learn to govern a
•J 6 2
rule and not allow the rule to govern
The bidding:
him. Hit is clear,in a particular case,
South West
North East
that following the general rule is
1*
2•
2•
Pass
likely to do more harm than good,the
2&
Puss
4
rule should be abandoned in that
Opening lead-king of clubs.
case.
It is not difficult, given South's
Nobody rings • bell to tell you opening bid and dummy's holding,
when a crucial point in the play has for West to realize that there is no
been reached.You're expected to rec- hope of stopping the contract unless
ognize these situations when they his side can score a trump trick. His
arias; if you don't, a golden opportu- beet prospect, therefore, is to hope
nity may pass you by. Furthermore, that East has the jack,queen or king
there is the risk that an irate partner of spades.
may indelicately point an accusing
Accordingly, West leads a fourth
finger at you.
round of clubs, praying that East
Consider this case where West is will be able to play one of these three
defending against four spades. He cards on the ten of clube. If East has
cashes the K-A-Q of clubs, East fol- none of them, West will at least get
lowing suit once and then discarding an A for effort.

LE:t
Witzl

FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE background for a day or two, then
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: spring your creative ideas.
You can expect to enjoy new finanVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
cial security. Commitments made in good time to launch new enterprises.
the past will put money in your Set the stage by developing a powpocket by late fall. A relationship erful partnership. Get routine chores
that seemed to be slipping away out of the way so that you will be
does a 180-degree turn. A casual ready to accept a special challenge.
romance could evoke into someLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If
thing special by Christmas. Your you really want something done
health benefits when you exercise today, you had better do it yourself.
greater self-discipline. Remain true Let a child know that you underto your high values when opportuni- stand a trlationshig problem. Keepix knocks in early 1494.
ing a secret wins you a friend.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov: 21)...
THIS DATE: hockey great Bobby You may feel that you can do no
Clarke, markswoman Annie Oakley. wrong now. Go slow. Be skeptical
singer Dan Fogelberg. actor Pat about what a competitor tells you.
Harrington.
The romantic picture brightens. A
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): promising relationship turns serious.
You feel a sense of loss when a
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Det.
friend moves away or a losed one 211: News from overseas could have
heads off to college. Call an old a beneficial effect on your finances.
flame. Things might be different Protect your valuables while travelnow. Know your own heart.
ing. Social activities and the pursuit
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It of romance chase boredom away.
will take more than talk to extncate
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
you from a tight spot! Plan ahead,, 19): A hold revelation sends you
and you will avoid trouble. A' reeling, but a quick recovery is posromantic adventure sends your spir- sible. Travel and romance go handits soanng.
in-hand. Try not to take your work
GEMINI May 21 -June 20): home with you. Curtail spending on
Discretion is the better part of valor. luxuries.
Try to convince a mend and ads iser
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
who lives at a distance to move clos- Someone from your past could suder. You are able to mend a breech denly show up or send you a letter.
with a financial backer.
Lighting a romantic fire IT1M) he easCANCER (June 21 -July 22): An ier than you imagine. A new relaindirect approach will work best tionship banishes the blues
today. Search for the nght words to
PISCES (Feb. 19- %larch 20): An
tell someone the truth without idealistic scheme attracts your atteninflicting too much pain. Romance tion Oct expert ads ice before taking
reaches a new plateau.
the plunge A small project could
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Those es entually he a big moneymaker!
who count in the marketplace are in Family ties remain strong.
a more resporistve mood Stay in the

011
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TODAY'S t'HILDREN at courageous. opinionated and high %ranted
Do not expect them to appreciate others making des Isom. lie them - not
even their parent.' Honest to a fault. thew Leos will he open about almost
es en thing they do Their heads are easily hinted by a pistil fare or compli
ment A flair for the dramatk will show up at an early ape A kikkrship role
wilt bong out the very hest in these. lewthearted Leos Quick to spot a phein
their never forget a slight iv hroken pnimise

Call Us Today!

753-1916
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THURSDAY. AUGUST 12, 1993

15-1
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. 12. the 224th day of 1993. There are 141
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 12, 1898. Hawaii was formally annexed to the United
States after Congress passed a joint resolution.
On this date:
In 1851, Isaac Singer was granted a patent on his sewing machine.
In 1867. President Johnson sparked a move to impeach him as he
defied Congress by suspending Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton.
In 1898. the peace protocol ending the Spanish-American War was
signed.
In 1915, the novel "Of Human Bondage," by William Somerset
1V/augharn, was first published.
In 1941, French Marshal Henri Petain called on his countrymen to
give full support to Nazi Germany.
In 1953, the Soviet Union conducted a secret test of its first hydrogen bomb.
In 1960, the first balloon satellite. the Echo One, was launched by
the United States from Cape Canaveral. Fla.
In 1978. Pope Paul VI, who had died Aug. 6 at age 80, was buried
in St. Peter's Basilica.
In 1985. the world's worst single-aircraft disaster occurred as a
crippled Japan Air Lines Boeing 747 crashed into a mountain, killing
520 people.
Ten years ago; President Reagan opened a drive for Hispanic political support as he denounced Cuba's communist government in a
speech to the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce in Tampa. Fla.
Five years ago: The controversial movie "The Last Temptation of
Christ," directed by Martin Scorsese, opened in nine cities despite
objections by some Christians who felt the filni was sacrilegious.
One year ago: After 14 months of negotiations, the United States.
Mexico and Canada announced in Washington that they had concluded the North American Fret Trade Agreement, which would create the world's largest trading bloc. Avant-garde composer John Cage
died in New York at age 79.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Jane Wyatt is 81. Choreographer
Michael Kidd is 74. Sen. Dale Bumpers,0-Ark., is 68. Actor-director
John Derek is 67. Singer-musician Buck Owens is 64. Actor George
Hamilton is 54. The former president of Brazil, Fernando Collor dc
Mello, is 44.
Thought for Today: "Wisdom is born, stupidity is learned." Russian proverb.
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Ten years- ago
Approximately $6.000 from a
Community Development Grant
are being used to help develop a
"mini-park" recreation area in the
Mulberry Street vicinity behind
Wayman's Chapel Church.
W.D. Jeffcoat will be speaker
at a gospel meeting at Hickory
Grove Church of Christ, Aug.
15-21.
A reunion of the family of the
late Buric and Ethel Millet of
Lynn Grove was held July 31 at
the lake home of James and Bonnie Miller.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry. R. Davis and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Glisson, July 28; a boy to Mr.
and _MM. _Larry Dale Lawrence.
Aug. 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John James and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Dwayne Craig, Aug.

DEAR ABBY: I have been reading your column for many years,
and now arif'in need of tapping in
on some of your advice.
My husband and I are senior citizens in the fortunate position of
having everything we need and
want. We have no children, but we
do have several fleeces and
nephews. We no longer shop for
gifts for them - we send them
checks and let them buy what they
want
In the. past. they have sent us
beautiful iand some very expensive
gifts. so this year. we. asked them to
please cross us off their shopping
list because we do not need iiny-
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are lucky to be able to tell the
DEAR ABBY: Last May, my
givers of useless gifts to cease father died from the toxic fumes he
and desist. How much better to inhaled while gluing carpet to the
direct a contribution instead to deck of his boat. Dad was an intellisome of the truly needy people gent man can attorney I who carefulwho would have little or noth- ly read the instructions and warning at holiday time. Churches, ings before he tackled any project.
temples, the Salvation Army or
To him, "adequate ventilation"
the local United Way can pro- meant open both big garage doors,
vide names and addresses of the side door, and the window in
local families who can use gifts.
the garage while he was working.
How about a contribution to He probably tried to work in spite of .
the American Red Cross- ear- the nausea and dizziness he was
marked for those who lost their warned about on the label of the
worldly goods in Iowa, Mis- glue.
DEAR AUNT: I'm with you on souri, Kansas, Nebraska and
He should also have been
this issue. People who have Illinois in the recent devastat- warned that if he didn't get some
more than they need or want ing floods?
fresh air when he felt dizzy, he.
could fall unconscious and
which is exactly what happene&--'.r--=-.
Something as simple as a fan pushing the fumes out of the area would
have saved his life, but the fumes
smelled so sweet and pleasant no
By GARY LARSON
one would suspect that they could
be deadly.
Since this happened to my
father, we have been told about several other people who have died
from glue fumes.
My mother lost a wonderful husband, and Dad's four granddaughters lost a very important person in
their lives. He was a very kind and
caring man. Our community misses
him as well as his family. He was
only 56- healthy and active.
Abby, please warn your readers
He heard'the sowklagain.
that if they tole glue that contains
Little 3:r1vTly S?Uinfed his eyes ;n
chlomfluorocarbon in the adhesive
to do their gluing outdoors You
the dark and stared al- -the clock.
may use my name,
TERESA BREADING.
_It Was ikoo in -the mortriny, 'Who.d
WARSAW.IND.

6

be com43army'cit this wOly hour?"
he asked himsel f. Again, he heard 0).e
SOL4n4. But-ths tme, if- was closer....
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DR. GOTT
By Peter II. Gott. M.D.
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Tales of the Early Bird
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thing and do not wish to accumulate any more. "things." 1 explained
that we would continue to send
them checks because they are
young enough to enjoy spending tor
saving.
Om.sister-m-lawsaidthatour
request for no gifts offended and
upset her sem and daughter - and
we. were wrong tel deprive. them of
the pleasure.of sending us gifts
Your thoughts on this would be
appreciated
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Forty years ego
Max Horace Churchill Jr., Voris W. Russell, Max H. Brandon,
Bobby Earl Woods, Phillip Howard Murdock and John Delbert
Johnson left Aug. 10 for Louisville for induction in Armed Forces, according to Local Board
No. 10 of Selective Service.
James R. Brown, fire control
technician second class. United
States Navy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Brown of Lynn Grove area,
is serving aboard destroyer USS
Miller with the Atlantic Fleet.
Mr. and Mrs. T.B. Culpepper
and daughters. Ginger and Cynthia, of Williston, N.D., have been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Ben Culpepper.
-Judge and- Mrs.. T. Rafe Jones
are vacationing at the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park
in Tennessee and North Carolina.

THE FAR SIDE
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Thirty years ago
Col. R.C. Stewart has been
serving with the Army in Weisbaden, Germany, but will now be
stationed at Washington, D.C. He
and his wife and children. Becky,
Danny and Scott, have been visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C.A. Stewart and P.N. Blalock.
Airman Ronald K. Hines has
been reassigned to Chanute Air
Force Base, Illinois.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton E. Williams and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Bycrly.
Mrs. Mary Bordeaux of Las
Vegas, Nev.. spoke on "Christianity" at a meeting of Groups 1
and .11 of Christian Viosnca4 Fellow ship of First Christian
Church. She was introduced by
Mrs. Jewel Evans.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

van South's
y's holding,
there is no
tract unless
ip trick. His
is to hope
teen or king

6; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Holsapple, Aug. 7.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School Band left
today for a week's band camp at
Jackson, Tcnn. Joe Sills is director of the MHS Band.
Kathy Converse, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. J.M. Converse of
Murray, received her Master's
degree in Urban Education at
Indiana University at Bloomington, Ind.
Paris District Superintendent
Ed Crump will speak Aug. 12 at
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. George Dwain
Evans, Aug. 5; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs,Kent Overbey, a hay_ to_Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Alexander and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Maggard, Aug. 6.
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DEAR DR (OTT live been diag
nosed with advanced chromic obstruc
tive pulmonary disease COVIli and
dyspnea I've done my homework, yet
I am having problems finding infoorma
tion on diaphragmatic muscle fatigue.
which is. of course. connected with
emphysema I'd appreciate your
input
DEAR READER The diaphragm. a
flat muscle. that separate-s the chest
cavity from the. abdomen, is the. major
muscle of respiration Ordinarily
slightly convex, when the diaphragm
contracts, air is draWn into the. lungs
In patients with ('OPI). the. lungs
are overexpanded. which flattens the
diaphragm Therefore, such patients
have to exert more effort to breathe
Consequently. diaphragmatic Muscle.
fatigue is a real problem
In addition, because of poor breath
ing mechanics, patients with COPI)
don't breathe as efficiently as do
healthy people The end result of this
unfortunate situation is breathless
ness. intolerance to exercise and dys
pnea (difficulty breathing,

This is why special breathing exer
cises are so important for emphysema
patients By learning to use. 'access()
ry- muscle's of respiration 'those
between the ribs and the- abdominal
muscles). such patients can often
improve their respiration, as well as
minimize diaphragm fatigue.
If you're not under the. care. of a
pulmonologist. you should he Such a
specialist can instruct you in ways to
improve. your breathing mechanics
and reduce diaphragm fatigue These
exercises, in conjunction with medi
cine C such as bronchodilatorsi and the
judicious use of oxygen. may help you
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2 Peer
3 Note of scale
4 Recede
5 Disturbance
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7 Chapeau
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to remain More independent for years
to come
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report laving With Chronic Lung
Disease " Other readers who would
like. a copy should send $I 25 plus a
long, self addressed. stamped enve
lope to P() Box 2433. Nee, York, NY
10163 Be sure to mention the title

DEAR DR (.OTT My iliyearold
son has very large varicose veins on
the back of one leg only He's very
active, eats well, works out regularly
at a gym and is rarely ill Should we
he concerned'
DEAR READER No. you can
relax A iiiegte large varicose vela that

causes

PO

symptoms in

a

healthy

teen WY can be spored

Hovrirver. the vein will paybably
enlarge se be "ewe Alec,esIsss hi
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DEATHS
Morgan
Cunningham

Alpha R. Ford

Morgan Cunningham. 84, Ri
2, Murray, died today at 6:53
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Greyncll Watson Cunningham, to whom he was
married on Oct. 5. 1929; one
daughter, Mrs. Betty Mitchell
and husband, Bobby, Rt. I,
Almo; one son, Danny Cunningham and wife. Judy, Rt.
2, Murray; eight grandchildren;
15 great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.
Miller Funeral Home of
Murray will be in charge of
arrangements.

James L. Hargis
^

'e

Services for James L. Hargis will be today at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale will
°filmic. Singing will be by
singers from Glendale Road
and Hickory Grove Churhcs of
Christ.
Pallbearers will be Mike
. Vance, Coy Garrett. Charles
Tidwell, Wayne Jones, Pat
Elkins, Phillip Morris and
Jackie Carson. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Hargis, 69, of Overby
Sucet, Murray, died Tuesday
Ji 1 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife,
.Mrs.. Ruby Carson Hargis, to
whom he was married on
Aug. 22, 1942; one daughter,
Mrs. Judith Darnell and
husband, Ralph, Coldwater;
one son, Ronald Hargis and
wife, Gcnny, Rt. 4, Murray:
tv.o sisters, Mrs. Willie Mae
lilagg and husband, Garland,
Paducah, and Mrs. Betty Ann
Nelson and husband, Loman,
Detroit, Mich.; one brother,
Cecil Hargis, Kirksey; five
grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

James N.
Kindred

HOG MARKElj

The funeral will be Saturday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Burial will follow in
New Liberty Cemetery in
Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may call from noon
to 9 p.m. Friday at the funeral home.

To report local news call 753-1916
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Mrs. Patricia Zacheretti
Shaffer, 55, Tarpon Springs,
Fla., formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday at 10:40 p.m. at
NIc3sC Hospital, Dunedin. Fla.

Price

William H. Ratliff

William H. Ratliff, 80, New
The funeral for Alpha R.
Concord, died today at 5:50
Ford is today at 1 p.m. in
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
County Hospital.
Funeral Home. John Dale and
Survivors include his wife,
Jim Pounders are officiating.
Mrs. Eloise Ratliff; three sons,
Singing is by singers from
Jim Ratliff and Robert Ratliff,
University Church of Christ.
Lebanon, Ill., and William
Pallbearers are Jerry Ford,
Ratliff and wife. Jennifer.
H.L. Ford, Howard Rogers,
Flowery Beach, Ga.
Gerald Sillier. Robert Pickard,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Sherrill Gargus and Bobby
Home will be in charge of
Spiccland. Burial will follow
funeral and burial
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in
the form of donations to University Church of Christ,
Murray.
Mr. Ford. 88, of London
Drive, Murray, died Tuesday
at 3:52 p.m. at MurrayJames N. Kindred, 79, Hurt
Calloway County Hospital.
Drive, Murray. formerly o:
Survivors include one son,
New Concord, died Wednesday
Jimmy H. Ford and wife, Pan- at 9:21 p.m. at West View
sy. Murray; two granddaugh-Nursing Home. His wife, Mrs.
ters, Mrs. Teresa F. Chope
Ruby Farris Kindred, died
and husband, Douglas B.,
Aug. 12, 1991.
Rosemont, Pa., and Marla
Survivors include one sister,
Rencc Ford, Bowling Green.
Mrs. Virginia Howerton. Reidland; two brothers-in-law, Keys
Farris and wife, Lcienia. Murray, and Clifford Farris and
-wife, Fay. -R4.- 4, Murray_
Services will be Saturday at
rodar2141•• Mirka Nem Series Mewl II, 1193
3
I p.m. in the chapel of
Sootorty Prams Arse Nog MarkelIt
Ilarnoss
94sylos Sailer IlLoolpio Ad- IDS, Las
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Gals .59 /Aglow Sows slsod,
$1415.545.49.111
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoc
US 1-2 235-1341 Me.
541.5945.90
LS 1-2 214.339 IS..
will officiate. Burial will
146.310.45.39
US 13 1319-2001 Mo.
1914.110.45.10
101-2111 Nio
111
follow in New Concord
Sows
Cemetery.
S34.16.31.111
Ul 1-2 735.20. lbs.
S31.110-31.40
LS 1.) 115-404 5s.
Friends may call at the funSXLMS-33.10
US 1.3 44111.515 lbs.
133.MS-35.119
eral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
LS 1-3 525 sod so
SlIAN•34.••
LI 1.3 31/11.119 lb&
Friday.
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Mrs. Patricia
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